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Kennedy Cites Courage, Sacrifice, Faith of Three Recipients

Bujak, Michnik, Popieluszko Win Kennedy Award
time are frequently “doomed to failure.”
The Solidarity movement, said the author, provided

by Theresa Gorski
HOYA Staff Writer
“The

virtues of these three men... courage, sacrifice,

even from the darkness of a prison cell and to pre-

Michnik, who has been arrested numerous times for
outspoken criticism of the. government, declared that
this award we see the recognition of the struggle for
sake of freedom. It is a phenomenon in Poland which

hope will become

(D-MA) speaking

Kennedy

Award

behalf of the Polish activists. "It is a privilege to represent

Bujak, whom Sen. Kennedy described as “a Polish legend,” co-founded the workers’ Solidarity Committee in
1980 and successfully avoided arrest when martial law was
imposed the following year. In hiding for nearly five years,

all writers

in today’s world,

Milosz

remarked,

“a

pessimistic vision of the present and future seems fully

Bujak

justified.”

Solidarity until his arrest in May. He was recently released

Attempts

to break

the “social

inertia” of our

led the Professional

Coordinating

Committee

the

Polish

government

honorees.

HOYA

Staff Writer

Characteristics. of Western Civilization, a core requirement
for currerit SES
freshmen,

will undergo

an evaluation

in the next few months by SES faculty,
administration and student members
of the SFS Academic Council, according to Dean Putnam Ebinger. The result’ may be a change in the course’s
format.
The review comes three years after
the course was added to the SES freshman program. Ebinger described the
evaluation, which was proposed by the
Academic Council in a memo last week,
as a “normal process.” She stressed,
however, that any changes in the course
would be in format, not content, and
that these modifications would not be

immediate.
Currently, 296 students are enrolled

in Western

Civilization.

As in past

years, many find the team-taught class
confusing and difficult to follow. One
student described the lectures as “cramming too much information together
without making a whole lot of sense.”
Another student, although he likes the
class and subject, complained that be-

member of the teaching team, added
that because the class only lasts one
semester the thematic approach was

viewed

really

e only logical one. ‘History.

,

“siorrgroups,
which are taught by teach- “Cann
e chronologically taught well
ing assistants.
in 13 weeks,” she said.
\
Professor Peter Dunkley, one of the
A part of the confusion with the
material is caused by the differing lec-,
course’s four lecturers, believes that

the students who ‘are frustrated with
the

course

are

in the

minority.

“An

“Their achievement,

work well: “Their ideas don’t follow
from each other's lectures very well,

thusiastic about the course,” Dunkley
said.
Dunkley disputes many students’

and they don’t tie things together well
enough to make them clear.”
Both Dunkley and Mahoney de-

idea that the class should be taught

scribed their work, along with that of

chronologically.

“If we

were

to

provide a chronological narrative, it
would be a very different course,” he

Professors

Stanislaw

The

Polish people

of

Wasowski

can get so repetitive after a while. I
think working in a team has helped us
to see things a little differently. It’s
‘tremendous opportunity for intellectual stimulation.”
Neither of the professors sees the
enormous class size as a problem be-

The major problem facing students

is the level at which they enter the
course, according to Dunkley. “This is
definitely designed to be challenging.
It is not meant to be an ordinary survey history course,” he said.
Professor Susan Mahoney, another

cause

the

discussion

of the audi-

f

Credits
10 Drop

i
How

by Chiray Koo
HOYA Staff Writer
The School of Languages and Linguistics (SLL) Executive Council passed
a proposal in October calling for all
intensive basic language classes to be
worth six credits and all intensive, intermediate classes to be worth five,
according to SLL Assistant Dean Richard Cronin.
Currently some basic classes are
eight credits and some intermediate

“is because it

sections

in the opportunity for more

“bring

student

reaction.”

classes are six credits.

Photo by Marianne

The

large size of Western

Civilization classes is prompting

In addition to the change in credits,
the proposal also requires five or six
hours of student contact with the master language teacher. The proposal
goes for approval to the next Executive Council meeting in January.
“At our September Council meeting, someone brought up the issue of

Herman

the SFS

intensive

administration to evaluate the course.

fall at Georgetown similar to the one
he taught at AU. At his talk to stu-

HOYA

Staff Writer

Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences Royden B. Davis, S.J., has approved the hiring of Washington Post

columnist Colman McCarthy, who was
dismissed

amid

from

American

University

controversy over the teaching

of his course “The Politics of NonViolence.”
American University’s decision to

dismiss McCarthy, according to AU’s
newspaper The Eagle, stemmed from
the administration’s claims that he
lacked concern for grades because he

: Photo by Michelle Woodson

Colman McCarthy.

tween

cluded in an editorial, “In short, Mc-

through intern programs and through
congressional staff members’ taking

Carthy is everything the university
should want in a professor—a talented

discussed his philosophy on teaching.

teacher who is popular as well as nationally renowned.”

He stressed the need for student involvement in community services and
downplayed the importance of grades.
McCarthy was very popular with his
students at AU, considered “one of
the best” by many, according to The
Eagle, and students twice voted him
“Best Adjunct Professor of the Year.”
Students voiced their protest in The

Eighteen Republican and Democratic
members of Congress took action in
the matter by writing a letter of protest
over McCarthy’s dismissal to AU’s
President Richard Berendzen November 5. The press release regarding the
letter said, “This is the first instance in

gave a vast majority of his class A's,

ular with students, but his course fills a

and that his classes “consistently fall
below that which is expected at a good

void in content that should be filled”
give

US history that members of Congress
have collectively involved themselves
‘in an academic dispute.” The letter not
only protested McCarthy's dismissal,
but requested an explanation from

university.”
McCarthy

will teach one or more

us back our vegetables! We are old
enough to know Colman McCarthy

Berendzen concerning the university’s
action. The congressmen justified their

sections of a peace studies course next

should continue to be an essential part

Eagle in large numbers. One student
wrote, ©“... McCarthy is not only popAnother

wrote,

“Come

on

AU,

action by noting the interaction

be-

Cronin

said.

“In

sian, intensive basic is worth six credits, and students spend five hours with
the master teacher, and five hours with

of our education . ...” The Eagle con-

dents and faculty in the New South
Fourth Floor Lounge November 11, he

classes,”

some departments, for example, Rus-

Davis Approves Hiring of Columnist McCarthy
by Timothy J. Campbell

with their “smiles, tears, and

and several members

“One reason why teaching can get

provide an explanation
thematic approach.”

despite the Iron Curtain,

ence of more than 300 spectators joined in.

and

boring,” said Mahoney,

description. That is why we chose the

showed

sion of the ceremony,

‘Kathryn Olesko, as “team efforts.”

said. “A course such as this one should

as well as a

of

dreams” their affection for American people.
The Polish national anthem was played at the conclu-

ture styles of the four lecturers, according to many students. One student
said that the “team concept” does not

evaluation we conduct independently
at the end of the semester has consistently shown that the majority is en-

more

thousands

Language

cause the lectures are “so large and
impersonal, they're kind of treated as
a joke” Most of the students inter-

preferred the smaller discus-,

attracted

to live lives of dignity, decency and hope are the achievements of 37 million of their countrymen and women.”
Kathleen Kennedy Townsend, a daughter of Robert Kennedy, recounted a visit to Warsaw with her father in 1968,
when the Polish government refused to allow Kennedy to
address the huge crowd that had gathered to hear him.

SES To Review Freshman Course
by Liz Moyer

and

participants.
“They have sought no less than the total transformation
of a seemingly inevitable national destiny,” Kennedy remarked as he described the accomplishments of the three

tance to workers and families suffering from government

of the Nobel Prize for literature, accepted the award on

For

Hall

ing

..it is the

oppression.

these men whose very existence gives me much hope,” he
said.
:

before the

in Gaston

in other countries.

for the Country” highlighted his patriotic sermons criticiz-

Michnik co-founded the KOR, an organization established in 1976 to provide medical, financial and legal assis-

mission to leave the country to attend the ceremony.
Czeslaw Milosz, a noted Polish author and a 1980. recipient

Kennedy

known

truth, and sometimes, when necessary, suffer and die for
the sake of truth.” Popieluszko’s renowned monthly “Masses

his
“in
the
we

intellectuals who are defending workers’ rights and the
workers are fighting for the rights of our national culture
to freedom.”

The Polish government denied Michnik and Bujak per-

of the

Solidarity is today, what it stands for, is in part a result of
the experiences of the peoples of those countries— Russians,
Hungarians of 1956 or Czechoslovaks of 1968,” stated Bujak.
A statement from Fr. Jerzy Popieluszko, taped several
years ago, was included in the video presentation. In the
film, he said that “the role of a priest is to testify to the

(Workers

- landscape of unexpecting listeners.”
Bujak and Michnik sent their remarks in a ten minute
videotape. “We are sorry we cannot be with you,” explained Bujak. “Unfortunately this is the sort of country
Poland is today.”

admiration of all the world.”
The $40,000 prize was awarded to Zbigniew Bujak, the
underground leader of Solidarity and former deputy to
Lech Walesa, Adam Michnik, a political writer and historian, and posthumously to Fr. Jerzy Popieluszko, a Roman
Catholic priest who was murdered by agents of the Polish
Security Police in 1984.

Sen. Edward

events of the seventies, the founding of the KOR

Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA) at the third annual Robert F.
Kennedy Human Rights Award ceremony held yesterday

serve life even when surrounded by violence and death” as
lighting “the hope of a whole nation” and inspiring “the

-presentation
yesterday.

tries, it is because we are well aware of the fact that what

Defense Committee) . . . were like opening a curtain on a

dom

“If we remember today our friends in neighboring coun-

“force of renewal that everyone judged as impossible. The

faith... are the virtues of all of Poland,” declared Sen.
in Gaston Hall. In describing the Polish recipients of this
year’s prize, Kennedy cited “their example to pursue free-

Photo by Christin Driscoll

under a law granting amnesty to political prisoners.
a

AU

students

courses at AU.
McCarthy made

and

Congress°

and non-violence clear in his talk.
He expressed anger that since the
beginning of a child's school years, the
child learns about the history of war
and little or nothing about the history
of the world’s great pacifist thinkers
such as Gandhi, Jesus Christ, and Martin Luther King. His purpose of teaching the course is to instill in his students a sense of responsibility for the
injustices going

on

hand,
:

is views on peace

in the world

and

greater appreciation for the history of
non-violence and pacifism, he said.
McCarthy has worked at the Wash-

ington Post for eighteen years and his
columns appear nationally in fifty-five
papers.

a drill master.
!
“Chinese and Japanese, on the other
are worth

eight

credits,

while

students spend three, five, or eight
hours with the master teacher, depending on the teacher.”
“The sentiment was that we needed
to decide what we meant by ‘intensive’ how many hours in class, how
long with the drill master,” Cronin said.

“So we divided into two committees,
the less commonly taught languages
(Arabic,

Chinese,

and the commonly

Japanese,

Russian)

taught languages

(Portuguese, French, Italian, etc.)”

“The chairman of each department
handles the committees; we didn’t want
to impose ourselves on to them,” said
Cronin. “The results were remarkably
uniform. Both committees proposed to
only grant credits for hours with the
master teacher.”

continued on page 3

Academicians Request Removal

Georgetown Bookstore Halts Sale of Clift Notes
by Mary Carroll Johansen
HOYA

News Editor

removing Cliff Notes from its shelves
due to pressure from academic officials, according to Vice President for
Administration and Facilities Charles
Meng.

“We've been approached by the acmembers

of the

university

who felt their sale was not appropriate at a university,” Meng said. “We
acceded to their wishes.”
Meng refused
members of the
om

Meng

said

to identify which
academic commu-

“If in the class we

that some

that students were

The Georgetown University Bookstore is currently in the process of

ademic

nity approached him.
people

felt

using the Cliff

can

not offer

more than the Cliff Notes we're in
trouble and in addition if students

Notes as shortcuts to the full texts.

can’t see beyond

Meng said that the university will
not resume sale of the Cliff Notes

the Cliff Notes they are in trouble,”
“Cliff Notes can provide a basic
insight into the literature which can
be quite advantageous if the literature is complex, which allows the stu-

until the academic community asks
for the resumption.
Some members of the academic
community opposed the move.

“Removing the Cliff Notes from
here does nothing about their being
available

down

on

Wisconsin

Ave-

nue,” said Assistant Professor of English Wayne Knoll. “It smacks rather
of the

Index

of Forbidden

Books,

which is not what we're about.”

the perspective of

dents and the professor to delve into

the deeper intricacies and go beyond
the surface,” Knoll said.

“I don’t think a professor who
knows his or her field would settle
for a paper patently based on the
elemental material in Cliff Notes and
a good student would not be satisfied

with a basic Cliff Notes perspective
either,” Knoll said.
Knoll said he does not recommend
that his students read Cliff Notes, but
he does encourage his upper division
elective classes to study secondary
sources after first reading and studying the literature themselves.

No students have complained about
the removal of the Cliff Notes yet,
Meng

said, but, he noted, “It’s just

been done so I don’t know if they've
noticed it yet.”
No significant impact on the revenues

of the

Meng said.

bookstore

is expected,

HOYA file photo

The Georgetown Bookstore is removing Cliff Notes from its shelves
following complaints from academicians.
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Newswatch. . .

tration for having made the greatest
contributions to reform in South Af-

by Melicent Brenner

GU Forms Herzberg Chair

HOYA

Staff Writer

“Serious and substantial reform has
indeed taken place [in South Africal,”

Georgetown recently announced the complete funding and establishment
of a chair in international migration to be named in memory of the late

said Director for North and South
American Programs in the South Africa Foundation John H. Chettle in his

Donald G. Herzberg, dean of the Graduate School from 1973 to 1980 and
vice president for graduate studies from 1979-80.
The holder of the chair, who will be appointed in the fall of 1987, will teach
in the areas of international migration at the undergraduate and graduate
levels, will conduct and supervise original research in the areas of international migration and will represent the university to governments, international institutions and scholars at other universities concerned with migration.

lecture November

17.

Though Chettle said some of the
reforms have not been consistently followed, he said South Africa has taken
such liberating measures as the govern-

ment’s abandonment of Grand Apart-

Georgetown alumna and philanthropist Sophie Englehard made a gift of

Parking, GUTS Fares Rise
Director of the Traffic and Bus Transportation: Frank Massaro recently

Jam
sore
lage

to believe that relations. [between the
US and South America] could be cut

Chettle also cited such changes in

He said US sanctions are a result of

the left of the South African government and asserted his class’ opposition

to social and political, though not necessarily economic, apartheid. Though
Chettle praised the Reagan adminis-

Massaro said both increases are necessary to overcome the rising cost over
the past two years in salaries, parts and maintenance.

hust
_dres

strained if not virtually cut relationships between the two countries.

As a member of the business class,
Chettle said he represents a view to

and $300 for staff and faculty parking.

=boug

South

movals, negotiation with black leaders
and universal suffrage.

work force.

Massaro said. Twenty ride passes will rise to $14 and unlimited semester
passes to $96.
;
The rates charged for campus parking will rise September 1, 1987, Massaro
said. Rates for daily parking will be $5, for commuting parking will be $132,

the English-speaking

zenship, a moratorium on forced re-

citi-

and the fact that there are more black
professional women than white in the

ticket will rise to 75 cents July 1, 1987,

between

Africaners and the Afrikaners, or understand that it is the latter...who
have dominated politics and civil service since 1948
Chettle said that while “apartheid has
been a disaster... [US sanctions]...
may be the most far reaching interference short of military action.” He

John Chettle said substantial reform has taken place in South Africa in a

of common

black society as black trade unions,
blacks holding top industrial positions

announced that it will increase Georgetown University Transportation Society (GUTS) bus fares and the rates for parking on campus.

rica in the past decade or so, he asserted that “not many Americans understand the almost tribal differences

claims that sanctions have only caused
unemployment among blacks and have

heid, the institution

$500,000 in 1984 that formed the basis of the endowment.

The price of a single-ride GUTS

wi
B

Chettle Cites South African Improvements

Monday night lecture.

further”

the impatience of Americans with the

South Africa must overcome, Chettle

said, is to convince the Afrikaners that
theirs is a country of minorities. He
said he sees hope in further Afrikaner
liberalization, explaining that more and
more Afrikaners are finding it difficult
“to reconcile the bleak consequences
of that [apartheid] policy with their
profession of Christian faith.”
Chettle said that most Afrikaners

Democratic

Senate

will remove them, hypothesizing that
“there are more

than enough

have progressed far beyond the government in liberalizing their views, and

reasons

“the

government

itself realizes

that the intellectual foundations
apartheid have collapsed.”

One of the greatest hurdles

slow progress of reform. He asserted
that such impatience is not only harmful, but hypocritical in light of the decades it took for American civil rights
movements to make progress.
Though some American legislators
are now having second thoughts about
sanctions, Chettle does not believe that
the newly-elected

even

of

Though, for the most part, the Afrikaners have realized they are wrong,
and are making progress towards reform, Chettle claims the US has not
acknowledged the serious consequen-

ces its sanctions have had and will have.
Chettle asserted that the prospects for
future reconciliation of relations between the US and South Africa are
doubtful without US abandonment of
sanctions and a “more imaginative ap-

proach to the dilemma.”

by Jim Wehner
HOYA

Georgetown University’s task force on alcoholism on campus has not yet
been formed, according to the Office of Residence Life. The task force will

Assistant News Editor

“Denationalization in Israel is more

be comprised of faculty, students and administrators.
The task force will examine the university’s alcohol policies with regard to

radical and more damaging than in
South Africa,” said Uri Davis in a Mon-

alcohol on campus in preparation for next year’s freshman class, which will

day evening lecture comparing the social systems of Israel and South Africa.

be underage during its first three years at Georgetown. The task force will
study alcoholism, new plans for the Pub, and how to deal with the problem of
drinking in dormitories and on-campus apartments.
:

The lecture was sponsored by the Contemporary Arab Studies Student Asso-

Davis began by outlining Israel’s his-

tory from 1947 to the present. A United
Nations Charter split the land in the
Middle East, giving 53 percent of the
land in question to the Jews and 47
percent to the Arabs. But, according
to Davis, after the 1948-49 war, the

Israeli army occupied 20 percent more
land than the UN Charter had set aside
for the Jews.

The Absentee Property Law passed

ciation.

by Israel's parliament

Satu
gun,
Hilt
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ousl
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Davis Examines Zionism, S. African Apartheid

GU To Study Alcohol Use

rate

han
Yea
has
incl
Tod

facilitated the

In South Africa 83 percent of the

acquisition of Arab lands by ceasing to
recognize the land’s Arab owners, ac-

land is for the use of whites, according
to Davis, but in Israel 92 percent of

cording to Davis. This land was then
incorporated into the Jewish National
Fund. By law, lands owned by the Jew-

the land is held by the Jewish National
Fund for exclusive use of the Jews.
Davis then said that what he terms
the increased attention Israel’s deal-

ish National Fund cannot be leased except by Jews, said Davis. “This land is

ings with South Africa have been given

held in perpetuity for the Jewish peo-

in the media is due not to anti-Semite
factors but to the fact that Israel is

ple,” said Davis, “non-Jews cannot buy
or lease land in Israel”

also an apartheid state.
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Freshman Orientation
Nothing could have prepared me
for the first few moments with my
roommate. “Anique’—nothing more,
just “Anique’—was her name. Change
the “A” to a“U”and you've got a
description.
When they asked what type of

at M Street.
Now through 11/86

roommate I wanted, I didn’t know that

STREET
Clothes

I needed to be more specific than nonsmoker. I could swear I saw a picture
of Anique on a postcard I got from

rl

Nel

just $10 with a
EY [1 FTTH ERT

London. Within five minutes, I found
out that she was an Art History student, into the Psychedelic Furs, and

» totally, totally against the domesti“cation of animals.

Iwas just about ready to putin |
for a room transfer when she
reached into her leather

backpack, pulled out a
can of Suisse Mocha and

offered me a cup. Okay, I
decided I'd keep an open mind.
As we sipped our cups, 1
' found out that Anique and I share
the same fondness for Cary Grant
movies, the same disdain for wine
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.

That gave us plenty to talk about.
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Wife Takes Up Activism After Shooting

/

Brady Advocates Handgun Control
Brady. “There is no question at all that tough handgun laws

by Tom Pelton
HOYA Staff Writer

work.”

“John Hinckley walked into a Dallas pawn shop and
bought the gun he used to shoot President Reagan and my
husband by using an old driver’s license and a fake address,” said Sarah Brady, wife of injured Press secretary
James Brady, during her lecture on handgun control sponsored by the GU Lecture Fund Monday night in the Village C formal lounge.
Brady is vice manager of Handgun Control Incorporated, a lobbying organization dedicated to the control of
handgun sales. Brady was named Washingtonian of the
Year in 1983 and USO

Woman

of the Year in 1984, and

has spoken for handgun control to a nationwide audience,
including appearances on The Donahue Show and The
Today Show.
:
Hinckley fired five shots from an illegally purchased
Saturday Night Special, a cheap and easily concealed handgun, into the Presidential party leaving the Washington
Hilton in an attempt on President Reagan’s life March 30,
1981. In the assassination attempt four people were seriously injured, including Reagan, who was shot in the chest
and had to be rushed to George Washington Hospital, and
James Brady, who was shot in the head. Brady, who at one
. point had his supposed death announced by several major
news organizations, has since largely recovered.
Had the handgun control laws Sarah Brady advocates
been in effect in 1981, the assassination attempt could
never have been made, she said. “Had police been given

the opportunity to discover this man’s lies (Hinckley’s falsified handgun license application), this man would have
been caught before he committed his tragic crime,” said

“I intend to move forward to push for stronger handgun
laws,” said Brady “The key legislative change I advocate. . .
is requiring a waiting period and background check before
turning a deadly handgun over to a stranger. It is patently
ridiculous that under today’s federal law, we have to take

the word of criminals or schizophrenics (attempting to
purchase firearms) without even trying to verify who they
are,” stressed Brady. “It is not only ridiculous, it is irresponsible and criminal.”
“Law enforcement estimates that between 300 and 350
guns are sold each year to persons with criminal records,”
said Brady. “Make it more difficult for the criminal to
obtain the tools of his trade and we will be well on our way
to reducing handgun violence. . . No other civilized nation
on Earth allows the easy access to handguns that we do
“here in America.”

Brady pointed out that “one child a day is killed in a
handgun accident, and ten times that number are injured.”
In addition to the background check and waiting period,
Brady recommends the mandatory licensing of all handguns, and the stopping of the “sale and manufacturing of
Saturday Night Specials, the snub-nose handgun which is
the favorite gun of the criminal”
“Now you're probably wondering, how does this middleaged lady decide to become an activist, a housewife turned
activist? Well, I decided to get involved in this issue
during the summer of ’85. I read that the Senate was about
to vote on a bill to weaken the 1968 gun control act, and I
was outraged. Not just because of Jim’s (her husband's)
shooting, but because over the years I had seen many
examples of irresponsible gun ownership. I was a senior at
the College of William and Mary, just 21 years ago, and
remember vividly the day of the Kennedy assassination.”
The reason tougher handgun legislation has not been
passed, according to Brady, is because of intensive lobbying, intimidation and election buying by the highly influential National Rifle Association (NRA), an organization that

has some three million members and a 75 million dollar a
year budget. “The NRA (is) an organization whose leader-

ship really does believe that all gun laws should be repealed,” said Brady. “Yes, the NRA firmly believes that
anyone has the right to own a fully automatic weapon of

Ph

0 courtesy

Lecture

Sarah Brady spoke of her attempts to lobby for gun
control following the 1981 shooting of her husband,
Reagan Press Secretary Jim Brady.

The NRA is fighting against anti-handgun legislation,
according to Brady, because it doesn’t want handgun owners to be “inconvenienced.” To the minor inconveniences
of licensing and a background check for all prospective
handgun buyers, Brady contrasted “the real inconveniences.” For instance, “the inconvenience of my own son,
whose father cannot play ball with him. . . A child who saw
his own father shot on national television.”
In a final appeal, Brady pleaded, “you students here are

Ideally students would

spend

six

hours with the teacher, but that might

cause scheduling problems, according
to Cronin., Currently, students generally meet with the master teacher five
hours a week.
“Where would we put the extra

hour? Certainly not on Saturdays,” Cronin said. “Some teachers divide their

Ye

Domesday

Booke’s

Geoptsm

contract

1955

tober. Last year, difficulties in printing the cover design caused a delay

until early December. This year, although the yearbook staff submitted
its final copy two weeks late, it submitted the cover design in February
in order to avoid the delays which

i "Photo

Problems with
yesterday.

the

cover delayed

to Andy Shiotani (SES ’87), the yearbook’s editor.

In early October, when the staff
had still not received the finished
copy of the yearbook, Shiotani called
the Hunter plant in Winston-Salem,
North Carolina, which said that the
book would be completed in two
weeks. Shiotani said he then flew to

chine

was

ripping

the

covers

and

pany

smearing the colors. The covers are
currently being bound and varnished.
“What I don’t understand is why it
took them eight months, from February to October, to discover the diffi-

culty. We made special efforts to get
the

cover

done

early

to prevent

a

repeat of what happened last year and
now it’s happening all over again,”

the plant to oversee the work. When

said Shiotani.

he arrived, however, the company
claimed that they couldn’t find the

Shiotani said he called the sales
representative who assured him that

cover. Returning to DC, Shiotani
called the plant again in late Octo-

the

matter of days. When Shiotani called

ber, and found that the printing ma-

the plant last week, however, the com-

yearbook

would

be

ready

in a

by Chris Reid
HOYA Staff Writer

tensive classes apart from regular language classes. “Regular language classes

call the ‘Dribble

Method’: 3 hours a week forever, then

one hour of drill. We want to make

might only spend two hours in drill,
while others, like Chinese, might spend

sure that intensive means

three or four”

more

than

oncert
featuring

World-Renowned Guitarist for King Crimson,
David Bowie, Talking Heads, Peter Gabriel, Eno

ROBERT
Special

FRIPP
Guests

Friday, December 5
‘Gaston Hall
8 pm
$7 G.U. Students — $6 GPB Subscription Card
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW IN COPLEY
BASEMENT, ROOM B-17.

told

him

that

it wouldnt

be

ready until early December.
Shiotani said he is “angry not only.
because of the excessive delay but
also because of the differing stories
we got from the plant and from our
salesman.” The delay causes sales
problems because the yearbook staff
misses potential sales to alumni dur-

:

ing homecoming and because “no one

a

is interested in buying yearbooks in
December,” according to Shiotani.
“We're currently looking for a new

publishing company,” said Shiotini.
“It’s pretty definite we're going to
terminate the contract.”

The Center Cafe has reduced a
$15,000 debt that existed at the beginning of the year to a $1000 debt on
October

31

according

to Cafe

the subsequent

in costs has

the Pub was made earlier this year by

forced the Cafe to change its practices

Dean of Student Affairs Jack DeGioia.

somewhat,

increase

ers, 20 of whom began working at the
Cafe this semester. “I am impressed

with how quickly we've become efficient. We're almost as efficient as we
were last spring when we had experienced seniors working,” White said.
The Cafe generally loses money during the summer due to low sales, White

said. The Cafe makes all major repairs,
including the purchase of new equip-

ment, in June, which also adds to the
loss. As the year progresses, the Cafe
generally makes up the loss and generates. profits by the spring. The profits
are then funneled into food improve-

contains booths, tables, and a stage.
decision

to include

the

Cafe: in

°

according to White. Since

the Cafe is part of the university, it

the Cafe must follow. This wage will
increase to $4.50 an hour at the beginning of the spring semester. “While a
quarter increase an hour doesn’t sound
like much, it will probably mean a
$3000 or $4000 increase in labor costs,”

“At the risk of sounding like a salesman, we're trying to turn out a more
reliable product,” Cronin added. “We
won't eliminate drills, but they probably will be reduced. Depending on the
language, certain classes, like Russian

until

The

White attributed the quick rebound
to the efficiency of the Cafe's 62 work-

Cronin added that the emphasis on
hours with the master teacher set in-

by Sean Pinney

yearbook

ments and employee benefits.
Changes in university regulations and

help enact sensible handgun legislation through participation in the political process.”

that gets very complicated.”

of the

Strong Sales Act to Lower Cate Debt

sales have been strong so far.

said.

distribution

occurred the year before, according

the future of our country. As voters, you have the clout to

one for an hour, and then switch, but

Unmnicty

with Hunter Publishing calls for the
submission of the final copy for the
yearbook by the staff July 7 and the
return of one finished book September 16. If the book is approved, the
entire order should arrive at Georgetown in late September or early Oc-

must adhere to university regulations.

([P0

Plus

book went on sale yesterday.

At the beginning of the fall semester
the university raised its minimum food

just one extra hour of drill,” Cronin

by what we

For the second year in a row, problems with the cover of Ye Domesday
Booke, the Georgetown yearbook,
delayed the book’s sale. The year-

ager Molly White (SFS ’87).
White said that the Cafe has probably erased the debt because November

classes into two drill groups, meet with

teach

by Alice Lustig
HOYA Staff Writer

Man-

SLL Considers Credit Revisions
continued from page 1

Cover Problems Delayed Yearbook

service wage to $4.25 an hour, which

White said.

To combat the increase in costs, the
Cafe may have to cut back slightly on
employee benefits such as employee
T-shirts, but White said, “We don’t want
to cut back on the enjoyment people
have with this job.”

Although there was some doubt as
to whether the Cafe would be in the
Leavey Center, the present plans feature the Cafe and Pub bar side by side
facing the rest of the Pub which will

Photo by Kim Yahr

The Center Cafe is recouping losses from equipment purchases.

THE
RITISH

ARE
COMING!
Sunny’s crossed the ocean to bring you this

GENUINE SURPLUS BRITISH
COMMANDO SWEATER, made of
100% virgin wool in a heavy rib«knit for extra warmth. A special
authentic fashion item from
our allies in Great Britain
for $29.99.
NC SON

A

TR

I

OR

50
OFF
THE BRITISH
COMMANDO SWEATER
w/ this coupon
Limit 2 per person
. Exp. 1/31/87
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GUPS Moves to Village C
~ Georgetown

For 23 months,

Staff Writer

University

Services (GUPS)

moved

Protective
from

Harbin

Formal Lounge to its new headquarters on the first floor of Village C November 6.
For over two years, GUPS

Bs
1

HOYA

New York.

More than seventy students, faculty members and
friends gathered in Reiss Auditorium Saturday morning
under the guidance of Rev. Joseph A. Currie, S.J., a
Georgetown theology professor who organized the event
on campus to watch the retreat. Behind Reiss, a white
fiberglass satellite dish six-and-one-half feet in diameter
received signals from Fordham University in New York.
University Provost J. Donald Freeze, S.J., approved
funding of the $750 satellite dish rented from Peake
Communications, according to Main Campus Finance

ministration set up another temporary

office for GUPS by converting the
Harbin Hall lounge into a makeshift
base.
GUPS’s move to Village C is a permanent one, Christian said. “This is
our final resting place.”

versity

The Georgetown University Student
(GUSA)

voted

to

form

|a Freshman Class Committee at its
weekly meeting Sunday. The resolution
to form such a committee, introduced
by freshman representatives Justin
| Falvey (SBA 90), Kathleen Gormley

(CAS '90), Nancy Huang (SBA 90),
“| and Taili Song (CAS 90), passed by a
vote of 14-1. This committee will consist of 20 members, and will “organize
events and activities for the entire
freshman class.”
Although the committee “will not request any club funding from the SAC,”
the Assembly approved an amendment
| introduced by Bartley Moore (SFS '87)
which calls for GUSA to support the
committee financially through its first
event. This committee is being formed

| on a trial basis, as GUSA will determine next year whether or not it wants
to continue to support the committee.
Peter Murphy (SFS '87) reported to
GUSA that the Athletic Advisory Committee has found that Kehoe Field is in
need of repair. The university, however, is unsure where it will obtain the
$2 million necessary to repair the field.
GUSA voted to approve representative Barbara Powery (SFS '89) to serve

| on the University Bicentennial Cele- | bration Committee by a vote of 13-0.
The Assembly also unanimously ap| proved Taili Song to serve on the Uni-

:

Student

Life

Committee,

Officer Melvin Bell, because the School of Foreign Ser-

GUSA President Paul Caccamo (SFS

Photo

by Guy

Cote

as individuals from Bolling Air Force Base each paid
$3.00 for tickets to the retreat, the only one held in the
Washington, DC area in conjunction with the nationwide
event.
Participants had a chance to speak directly with de
Mello on a telephone specially linked to his studio. As
students called in theological questions, a picture postcard of the appropriate university flashed on the video
screen, and conversations were broadcast out on conference calls.
Fr. De Mello spoke of “the religion of love” and avoided
mentioning a specific denomination.
De Mello sidestepped

“great theological discussions”

during the retreat because he said he lacked the time to
address greater issues “in the brief space of one
did speak of “one minute wisdom,” though, and
revelation, or “seeing,” occurs “in a flash.” He
dents that if “instead of reading so many books,
more time looking out the window,” goals of

day.” He
said that
told stuwe spent
spiritual

wisdom would be reached more quickly.

Center.

Sergeant Charles Christian.

'87) said that GUSA will co-sponsor a
Thanksgiving dinner next Monday with
the Copley dorm council. He said that
the dinner will be held in Copley for-

SUMMER 1987

mal lounge, and that the deans of each
of the undergraduate schools have been
invited.

GUSA approved a resolution to
“voice its extreme disappointment”
over the cancellation of the annual
Blue-Gray intrasquad basketball game
by a 12-1 margin. Murphy noted that
athletic director Francis Rienzo told
the Athletic Advisory committee that
he cancelled the game because a number of players were injured. Rienzo
told Murphy that there were only eight
players healthy enough to play, and for
that reason the game was cancelled.
Murphy said that this information was
not revealed because it would affect

Every summer for the last nine years, more than 80 North Americans have participated in the ILAC experience. The participants live in
the Dominican Republic for eight weeks with the people and thus have the opportunity to learn first-hand about the culture, customs, and
problems of a Third World country.
ILAC is a unique Christian experience which provides an opportunity for Georgetown undergraduate students to take an active part in the
delivery of health care to remote areas of the Dominican Republic by accompanying and assisting the health-care professionals and

the team’s rankings, or players’ profes-

students.

’

AN EXPERIENCE OF
SHARING AND CARING
|
IN THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

sional prospects.
Paul McCarthy

i

(CAS

'87) clarified

the objectives of his research into the

For more information and applications contact:
Pete Slevin
625-4318 (work)
625-4745 (home)
Fr. Joseph Sweeney, S.J.
#4 Application deadline is December 1, 1986.

appropriation of entertainment funds.

He said that he was not investigating
any possible misuse, but rather researching the ways in which the money
is allocated. He said that because Resident Directors undergo amonth long
intensive orientation, it was unlikely
that there was any misuse of funds.

Interested in a Career in

Health Administration?
The Duke Department of Health Administration
invites you to a

isifoae

vice had already reserved the ICC Auditorium for parents’ weekend. The satellite dish on top of the ICC roof
was damaged and could not be used, according to Mark
Cohen, director of the Audio-Visual Learning Research

and

approved Nancy Huang as a co-chair
of the Legislative Action Coalition.

Staff Writer

Georgetown, Catholic, Trinity and George Mason as well

Staff Writer

Rev. Anthony de Mello, S.J., beamed a retreat across
the country via satellite in the first teleconference retreat
for college students Saturday. The retreat was located in

Forms Committee

HOYA

Participants from colleges and universities such as

by Tara McKelvey

out

again. The Georgetown University ad-

has been

by Craig Goldblatt

Association

worked

there in February, 1986 forced the security force to seek new headquarters

moving “like nomads” from one temporary office to another, according to
Sergeant Charles V. Christian. The
campus security headquarters had originally been in the O'Gara building. The
building was torn down in April, 1984
to make room for the new Village C

‘GUSA

GUPS

of the DC Transit building on Prospect
Street, a period remembered by Christian as “too long.” Renovations began

Seminar for students interested
in a career in health administration

to be held at Fairfax Hospital
3300

Gallows Road

Fairfax, Virginia
on November

22
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DeMello Speaks at GU Via Satellite

complex.

by Nicole Wong
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For the largest Selection
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Sweats

in the Washington-area.

take the GRE

- FOR MORE INFORMATION OR APPLICATION MATERIALS, CALL 919/684-4188
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Players of Georgetown
TTY

Open

3269 M street N.W.
7 Days
337-6666
(across from Georgetown Park)
Major credit cards accepted

SIR

UI

[TNE

You pay for gas used and car
must be returned to National
Airport. Most major credit
cards accepted.

you're 21 or older, have a valid
driver's license, current student

i

|

Bh
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LD. and a cash deposit. Stop by
to fill out a short cash
cation form at least 48

qualifihours in
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$ 3
100 miles
Additional

00
PER

DAY
per day included.
mileage 20¢ per mile.

change without notice. Rates slightly lower
for drivers over 25. Specific cars subject to
availability. 5-day minimum. Rate available
from 6 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 20 to Monday,
Dec. 1. Call for details.

advance.
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Non-discountable rate applies to Pontiac
6000 or similar-size car and is subject to

National Car Rental.
You deserve National attention®
Available at:

27

347-4772
842-1000
{

|

1618 L Street, N.W.
12th and K Streets, N.W.
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Free Players t-shirt with purchase of $25 or more
Free Players sweat-shirt with purchase of S50 or more

We feature GM cars
like this Pontiac 6000.
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curriculum includes course work in both general manage-

or GMAT.

o

m

Administration Alumni have leadership
care field. They have chosen careers in
health planning and financing, medical
government agencies.

ment and health services administration including accounting, finance, decision
theory, behavioral science, economics, medical care organization, health law and
public policy, as well as field work in various types of health service institutions.
Students from a wide variety of academic and professional backgrounds are
accepted for our program each year. Typically they score in the top third of those who
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Woodstock
Examines
Latin Debts

Christianity, Judaism

by Mary Carroll Johansen
HOYA News Editor
“In essence, this is really not a crisis

in debt but a crisis in investment,” said
Executive Vice President of Chemical
Bank Terence Canavan in a Woodstock
Forum on “Moral Obligations and

“Continuity and Change: Jews, Christians, and the Covenant” held Wednes-

Latin American Debts: An Effort to
Clarify the Issues” held Sunday in the
ICC Auditorium.
Kenneth Jameson, professor of economics at the University of Notre
Dame, and Acting Director and Senior Fellow of the Woodstock Theological Center Rev. John Langan, S.J.

Rev. Thomas
Sunday

Reese,

S.J., Terence

Canavan said that the financial out-

veloped

nations

has ended

and

they

can relax their loan policies.
Canavan advocated banks to allow
enough time for developing nations to

enter a period of economic growth to
lessen the burden of debt service. “The
level of debt won't fall, it will rise, but
at a rate lower than the rate of growth
of the gross national product,” he said.
“Ultimately, it won’t be a problem for
either side.”
Jameson, characterizing Canavan’s
solution as the“muddling through” ap-

the debt crisis was upon us.”

¥

John

Langan,

Rete

John

S.J. spoke

Marchese

in a

if not as much as they’d like.”

duce their interest rates,meaning that
the countries have a reduced payment

Jameson said, “We should feel interest [in the debt crisis] in the US as a
moral issue because there are people
suffering, but we must also see it as an

on the loans, and thus a smaller draining of resources. The foreign assets of

nationals are repatriated to encourage

economic issue.”

economic development within the nation. Jameson said that sharing the

Langan

costs works two ways because “a portion of the debt simply disappears. . .
and the burden of debt on the country
is lessened.”

must

recognize

suggestions for dealing with the debt

crisis.

By linking payment to performance,
play in the economy

banks

that debtors and creditors are mutually dependent. Langan offered three

banks are recognizing the role the debt
can

said

of a nation

and a federal obligation to help cover

under

this approach.

The

banks

re-

went bad, the banks would

American countries. Now, however, the
banks are the biggest winners because
they are “still collecting on their loans,

rk)
by Kevin Duff
HOYA

Staff Writer

Reverend Neil J. Twombly, S.J., professor of Latin Emeritus at Georgetown University, died at the Loyola
Center in Philadelphia November 8,
after a long illness. He was 87 years
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old.
Twombly taught Latin at Georgetown from 1958 to 1972; he also developed applications, in collaboration with
linguist Rev. Richard O’Brien, S.J., for

liturgy. After the Second Vatican Coun-

vitiate. Previously, he had taught hu-

cil he played an important role in in-

manities at Woodstock College in cen-

troducing the renewed liturgy at the
university as well as the Georgetown
Visitation Monastery, where he was
chaplain for many years. During the
1960's and 1970's he edited the liturgical calendar used by Jesuits and their
associates throughout the United States
and Canada.

tral Maryland (1936-48), during which

said.

We

need

an

new methods in teaching Latin. Their

tiate of St. Isaac Jogues in Wernersville,

major work was the Georgetown Uni-

PA, for almost 20 years: after teaching
for ten years, he served as prefect of

Cross. A funeral mass was held Wed-

-studies from 1950 to 1958, and secured
independent accreditation for the No-

nesday, November
12; in Dahlgren Memorial Chapel.

versity Latin Series of six textbooks.
Twombly

had a deep interest in the

to

coming

to

Georgetown,
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MAKE WAVES

Maryla

“Once

more,

Korn

with the

the purpose

of

mandments given to Moses on Mount
Sinai to pass on to the Jews. Ferguson
said that Israel worshipped the Golden
Calf and broke the Covenant because
“they didn’t understand it spiritually;
it was the Christians who kept the law.”
Ferguson said God then sent a sec-

ond covenant, identified with Christ,
in place of the original. “It contained
commands and deeds suited to every
nation; it was universally acceptable.
The covenant was also to be everlasting,” Ferguson said.

Ferguson ended his speech by saying
he hoped that Christians and Jews
could work to keep this covenant with
God together.

Neiman began with his talk with the
idea that “Christianity rooted itself in
Judaism. It later emerged as a separate
division.”

Neiman

said he believes that Jews

followed the simple religious laws, such
a bathing schedules and temple atten-

our meeting is to bring together Christians and Jews.”

dance, because they feared punishment

Yosef Yaakov, advisor for churches

He said the latter reason for obedience is more important and honorable.
Neiman also spoke of the Jew’s failure to keep their covenant with God.
When Moses discovered that they had

nary people to find solutions not to say

ate a covenant with both a sense of
obligation or commandment and one
of commitment, fellowship, and love.

and

they

trusted

the

God-given

law.

worshipped
the
golden
calf,
he
smashed the tablets containing the Ten.

Commandments

in anger. God

gave

the Jewish people another chance and
commanded Moses to rewrite the Commandments and the Torah.

Neiman distinguished between God’s
punishment and sheer annihilation. He
said that “God gives us the chance to
atone for our sins and He will then
restore us again.”

Res-Life Awaits Proposals

Dies

by Marion Meissner
HOYA

Staff Writer

Although the Office of Residence
Life has not yet received any new proposals for Special Interest Housing Projects, proposals for language houses,
an Arts Hall, or any other project that
the students are interested in are being
solicited, according to Mike Bento, director of Summer Housing and Spe-

Photo courtesy Jesuit Comm!

Life January 30.

The existing projects, the District
Action Project in Copley, Harbin’s Living and Learning Floor, and the Inter-

cial Programs. Letters were sent last

national Student House in Xavier, must
said he foresees no major changes.

of the housing proposals. Such proposals must include the definition and goal
of the project, criteria for selection of
members, and: the identity and role of

Rev. Neil J. Twobly, S.J.

Residence Life December 2.
The Office of Special Programs will
announce the approved Special Interest Housing Projects December 12 and
Special Interest Housing Week will take
place January 26-30. All applications
.to these projects are due at Residence

week to students encouraging them to
submit new and original proposals.
The letters outlined the purpose of

~ Special Interest Housing and the format

the facplty advisor. They are due at
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w
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remark,

Director

the Colloquium

‘here is the resolution. ”

time he became interested in promoting understanding of the Eastern Rites
and Churches.
Twombly co-edited, with Douglas B.
Price The Phenomenon of the Phantom Limb: A Medical, Folkloric and
Historical Study of medieval and modration of lost body parts.
He is survived by a sister, Anita Jane
Twombly, of Notre Dame, IN, a religious of the Congregation of the Holy

Prior

Program

introduced

tween the two main speakers, Everett
Ferguson, professor of church history
at Abilene Christian University, who
offered a talk titled “Some Patristic
Views,” and Neiman, whose discussion
was called "Some Rabbinic Views.”
Ferguson said he believes, “The term
‘covenant’ is fundamentally different
for Christians and Jews.” He said that,
in the Biblical sense, Christians associ-

Langan

ern accounts of the miraculous restoTwombly was affiliated with the Novi-

tion

aspects,”

Priest Taught Latin at Georgetown

Twombly, GU Professor Emeritus

Zionist Organization gave the welcom-

and consul-general at the Embassy of
Israel, moderated the discussion be-

rights of all people in the world. It
might require a restructuring of the
whole system. It is the Church’s responsibility to take the stand of ordi-

be in bad

shape because banks have about one
third of their investments in Latin

and Jacques Torczyner of the World

“We need an ethic of negotiation
recognizing the moral and nonmoral

- consequences. “We should apply human
rights conditions. We must honor the

the debt, according to Jameson.

day in Riggs Library.
The Forum offered a Jewish-Christian dialogue to promote the understanding of contrasting religious viewpoints.
Director of Georgetown University
Campus Ministry Robert Rokusek, S.J,

ing remarks. Jewish Students Associa-

American countries solvent is important to the banks because, “If the loans

a combination

refinancing the loans are divided among
the banks, the debtor nations, and nationals investing outside the country

sustained economic growth, was put in
place.”

Rev.

what he called “sharing the cost” and

use

nomic burdens entailed in repaying and

type of calm ensued in the fall of 1985
when the Baker Initiative, a program
to aid developing countries to create

and

Jameson said that keeping the Latin

instead

“linking payments to performance.”
Jameson explained that the eco-

duced the loan rates. Canavan said, “A

Jameson,

of

should

rescheduled the debt payments and re-

Kenneth

ethic of language drawn from rule utilitarianism recognizing that the international community must live with the

proach, recommended that the banks

“Initially, we applied band aids in
the form of new loans,” Canavan said.
When this solution failed, the banks

Canavan,

night forum.

look is better for the debtor nations
now because the recession in the de-

also participated in the forum.
Canavan explained that most Latin

me)

Staff Writer

“Whatever reward the Divine Father
has in store for human beings, everyone has a share in it providing people
live according to God’s word; that is,
we all have a share in the covenant,”
said David Neiman, associate professor of theology at Boston College, in
the sixth annual Israel Forum titled

in a downward cycle... With this crisis

the
and

Ferguson, equating the term “law”
with covenant, recalled the Ten Com-

by Julie Fette
HOYA

cal precedent,” Canavan said. “Never
before had we seen the prime rate rise

and

Page 5

Israeli Forum Studies

American loans were approved between 1973 and 1982, which he characterized as “a period of extraordinary
growth” because of rising oil prices.
In 1982, however, as the world fell
into a recession, the prime rate rose.
“What was happening had no histori-

ein

The HOYA,

re-submit their proposals, but Bento
Freshmen are eligible for all these
housing projects, including, since this
year, the District Action Project. In a
summer mailing from Residence Life,
incoming students will receive descriptions and applications to all Special
Interest Housing projects.

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO HELP SAVE LIVES AND
REDUCE INJURIES AUTOMATICALLY
THREE-POINT PASSIVE SAFETY BELT SYSTEMS ARE AN EFFECTIVE
COMPLEMENT TO BELT-USE LAWS.
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General Motors is
equipping 10% of its 1987
model cars with automatic
lap/shoulder belt systems
for the driver and for the
right-hand front seat passenger. It is the first step in
meeting a federal requirement to phase in passive

you to “ride down” the crash
as the vehicle absorbs the
impact. They also help prevent you from being thrown

restraints.

proved effective in reduc-

The
tems

will

automatic
be

sys-

standard

equipment on most 1987
models of the Pontiac Grand

PERM SALE
LOOK MAGNIFICENT!
This holiday season, be bold
and Make Waves! Get a permanent wave from the Hair Cuttery
on sale now for only $20. (Offer
includes shampoo, perm and
blowdry. Cut is additional.)
FREE conditioner with
complete perm package.
See salons for details.

With a permanent from the Hair
Cuttery, your hair will feel

$2

naturally soft and be easy to
manage and style. When you
step out with a Hair Cuttery
perm, you'll make waves
wherever you go!
0
charges for long hair,
extra time and materials.

(Reg. $31)

Scutt
NO APPOINTMENTS.
JUST WALK IN.

Expires Dec. 6, 1986

& REDKEN

The Family Haircutters’

® Staffed only with experienced stylists ® Convenient locations to serve you better.
® Most salons open Monday-Friday 9-9, Saturday 9-7 & Sunday 12-5.
© Creative Hairdressers Inc. 1986

Downtown G Street
Downtown P Street
Downtown Connecticut
L’Enfant Plaza (Promenade

638-8032
293-9518
Ave. 232-9685
Level) 863-9400

Sheridan St. Shopping Center (next to Food Barn) 723-9739
Waterside Mall 863-9504
Wisconsin Ave., Upper Georgetown 333-9745
Lyon Village Shopping Center 527-9629

Am and Bonneville, Buick
Somerset, Skylark, and

LeSabre, and Oldsmobile
Calais and Delta 88. By
1990 we plan to equip all
GM cars with passive
restraint systems.

The belts in the GM
system will be connected to
the car at three anchor points
—one toward the center of
the front seat, and two on
the front door.
Three-point automatic

lap/shoulder belt systems
offer the same advantages

as GM’s current threepoint manual systems.
Lap and shoulder belts allow

from the car in an accident,

where you are more likely
to be killed or seriously
injured.
Safety belts have
ing injuries and fatalities.
That's why GM supports
belt-use laws. Automatic
lap/shoulder belt systems
will make it even easier for
people to comply with these
laws.

Opening the door pulls
the belts forward for entry.
Closing it brings the belts
into their operating position.
A single push button at the
center anchor point releases
the system in an emergency.
Retractors pull the released
belts into storage positions
on the door.
Extra

designing energy-absorbing
interiors. We are phasing in
rear-seat lap/shoulder belts,
beginning with some 1987
models —Kkits will be made
available through GM dealers to retrofit most older cars
with these systems. And we
will be equipping some 1988
model cars with driver-side
air bags to supplement safety
belts.
General Motors has
been a leader in automotive
safety because we believe
that building safer cars is
good for you. And good for
us.
This advertisement is part of

our continuing effort to give
customers useful information
about their cars and trucks

and the company that builds
them.

attachment

points will be built into
cars equipped with these
systems so you can secure
most child restraint systems
with an auxiliary lap belt.
General Motors is pursuing other programs that
will help reduce the number
and severity of injuries.
caused by accidents. We are

MARK OF EXCELLENCE

Chevrolet * Pontiac
Oldsmobile
Buick
Cadillac * GMC Truck
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Intro to What?

Ad ND Aeuoent

problem is that these two ideals

seems to be the case. This mass production of
education often fails to teach students the skills
of argument and analytical thinking that close
contact with a professor encourages. The
freshmen and sophomores in particular need
this training to prepare them for upper level

are both expensive and resources committed

classes, and yet are the ones forced to take the

to one area usually causes the dilution of the

large classes.
Big classes also tend to encourage a passive
attitude among students toward their educa-

The constraints of limited resources tend

to squeeze the life out of educational ideals.
Georgetown has increasingly committed itself to excellencein undergraduate education
and also to superior scholarship from its professors. The

quality of the other.
Recently the administration
portant

step

toward

freeing

took an improfessors

for

more independent scholarship by increasing
the size of introductory economics, government and history classes. The entire freshmen
class of the School of Foreign Service, for
example, currently takes the same Western
‘Civilization class in the one large lecture hall.
This course shows, however,
lum has swung too far.

that the pendu-

This advance toward improved scholarship

can spawn a retreat from good teaching. It is
not surprising that many students complain

about the unmanageable size of classes when
they often consist of well over one hundred

‘students.
: Large introductory classes create an impersonal environment where interaction between
student and professor becomes virtually impossible. In the Western Civilization class this

tions. If they spend the bulk of their time in
large lecture halls they can grow increasingly
alienated from learning. There is almost no
active participation in which students teach
themselves and each other. Instead professors

retain a monopoly

over the argument

and

initiative in learning.
The students thus pay a considerable price

fo i,

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

“We Went Down Without a Fight”

for the attempt to enhance the research opportunities of the faculty. It is perhaps a sign

Letter to the Editor:
As you now know, the Student Ac-

that GU’s educational

tivities Commission

philosophy

of the si-

multaneous pursuit of undergraduate and
graduate excellence will continue to retard
the progress of both goals. Georgetown has
clearly gone too far in the direction of graduate study support when classes become the

size of Western Civilization. Some sort of a
cutoff point must be established, one that takes

the individual students educational interests
more into consideration.

Why Not Burn Them?

massive

of every

semester,

En-

‘ glish professors warn their flock that the use
of Cliffs

Notes,

those

little yellow-jacketed

, nuggets of knowledge, i is the greatest
[

924%

of edu-

SOY

|: cational : sins. “However, .Jor some students
‘warnings weren't enough and they yielded to

| the temptation of piirchasing thé Notes, se“ductively' displayed at the Bookstore in front
of the works which they condense.

Now, by

‘banning the sale of Cliff Notes on campus,
some members of the faculty suppose that
they have saved students from literary purgatory. Though they insist that their action

merely preserves the university’s pristine ac‘ademic integrity, it instead brings to that integrity the blemish of censorship.

“fessors themselves were being fooled.
Professors have apparently dismissed the
possibility that students may use the Notes as
secondary source material. As such, as En-

glish Professor Wayne Knoll said, they can
provide a deeper insight into complex literature than what might be provided in class.
The notion that books might be prohibited
some

view

them

as incorrect or as

ways been an advocate of reform within
the present structure, but I wanted this
reform to come from the students.
Instead, we have a set of reforms

these professors argue, in general use them as
a substitute for reading the book so the de-

serves only to weaken the process and education as a whole. So rather than furthering

ception
lenged.

students’ education, the Cliffs Notes ban goes
farther to obstruct it.

a higher plane. Excluding an antithesis and
so leaving

the thesis,

in part,

unchallenged

through

selves, despite

the boards

them-

the fact that students

To the Editor:
It is so good to find others who are
concerned about the lack of true Catholicism at Georgetown [“A Parental
Word on Catholicism at GU,” The
HOYA,

11/7/86]. As a senior, I am in

my fourth year of exposure to this
Georgetown environment and I must
say it shocks me even now.
As “freshman parents,” you may not
as yet be aware

how

entrenched

the

To the Editor:
I was surprised to see that The HOYA
found an editorial change at another
publication newsworthy enough to run

knows. The HOYA

has a long history

on campus,

=

could

herent,

sensible policy cannot be thrown

to-

gether in a few months. Given the lay-out of
Georgetown’s campus, as well as the problems brought on by the grandfather clause,
this school will face a transition period where
many gray areas will exist with regards to the
“consumption of beer and wine.
Next

year,

for instance,

freshmen

will for

town.

There

need

not

be

chaos,

however,

next fall. It is important that the university
listen closely to the students when formulating a drinking policy, while spending a large
amount of time working out these rules. Early
next semester is the time by which the Alcohol Task Force should begin deliberating. If
the university waits much longer, this important aspect of next year’s campus life may not
be as well thought out as it should be.

The HOYA will resume publication on Friday, December 5.
Have a Happy Thanksgiving!

group

together in a common

unit for

A &

‘ change is fast approaching, however, and the

laws

rather

than

through

the uni-

More on Concerned Parents

and weekend parties on campus continue to
flourish. The day when the situation will

prove to be a logistical nightmare, and a co-

GUSA,
versity.

the University fuel for the fire to undermine them.
Clifford Carthan Strong
SES °89
Student Activities Commissioner

doubt attend. The Center Pub will immediately be affected; its clientele come September 1 will be reduced by 25 percent. Campus
social events will be forced to adopt stricter
identification policies. Open container laws

the way students choose to relax at George-

tion was made, whether by GUSA, the

tack our student organizations, giving

Casino Night to the various screw-your-roommate dances have come off with alcohol flow-

ern a partially dry campus.
~ The enforcement of alcohol

fight” No advance students notifica-

1) The privileges of student budgeting of student activities.
2) The assurance that all groups of
students with a specific concern can

return later to once again donate their

formulating the alcohol policy that will gov-

the leftovers.” What disturbs me even
more is that we “went down without a

as

“professionalism” and without having
a University official in the backdrop of
everything that the organization does.
3) An appeal system directly through
the representative body of the students,

lost forever:

how police large parties in upperclass dormitories and apartments that freshmen will no

have to be.
{
The raising of the drinking age will change

the

it represented three things in terms of
the affected organizations that is being

of editors resigning in a huff, only to

time has arrived for the university to begin

on

some students will say about the SAC,

University will
the individuals
it, and not the
“last recourse”

ten only temporary, occurrences on student publications, as The HOYA well

may

students

for the fact that the
appoint the majority of
on the boards and that
students are the sole

Guardian editors are common, and of-

enforced,

are

revisions committee, but they are essentially in a position of “picking over

This may not have been so bad, except

a full 10 inch article airing the gripes
of the outgoing editors. Such hard feelings as were expressed by the outgoing

never

tity, and or recreation without being
forced to conform to regulations or

What concerns me even more than
the gradual University erosion of the
student authority on campus and the
relatively slow reaction of student leaders to the cause of protecting these
rights and authorities is the great propensity with which students readily at-

the most part be underage. The issue will be

currently

the purpose of education, social iden-

appointment.
Indeed, there

that are essentially a collaboration between the views of the university and
of the student organizations that are in
favor of the dismantling of the SAC.

The social life at Georgetown has yet to be
- affected by the raise in the drinking age in
the District of Columbia. Events ranging from

' ing, the Center Pub is breaking sales records,

will have nominal control over board

SAC, or the university. This is partially
due to an early gag rule imposed by
Dean DeGioia on the proposal and his
false assertion that the proposal was
non-final and debatable. Despite what

Vox
Homunculi

thesis should invite an antithesis so that one’s

knowledge either grows stronger or moves to

Wheres the Aspirin?

Er

a

probably

corruptive is unbecoming of an academic institution. Education is a dialectal process. Each

The argument of many professors is that

goes unchal-

have

problem really is. Why, it goes all the
way back to the inception of the Col-

Cliffs Notes often are unscholarly, misinter‘preting literature and, as such, deceive stu“dents. Moreover, students who use Notes,

fostered by the Notes

is undergoing

You

for complaints of the student organizations. Board removals can only be

One would hope that professors would note
and correct misinterpretation, whether it is
derived from Notes or from the text itself.
One must ask whether the ban was precipitated by the faculty’s fear of students being
- fooled by the Notes or by their fear that pro-

because

revision.

heard the plethora of positive comments from the University. I have al-

achieved

At the beginning

THe

time and talent to the common cause.
In fact, there is an example in the past
five years of The HOYA electing someone editor-in-chief who had previously
resigned from the paper not once, not

lege itself. I quote the Student Bulletin: “The College of Arts and Sciences
of Georgetown University, the oldest
Catholic College in the United States,
was founded in 1789 by John Carroll,
Archbishop of Baltimore. A progressive citizen of his time, he firmly believed in the principles of the United
States Constitution. He made it clear
that the new college was to be open to
students of every religious persuasion.”
(1986-87 - edition,

pg.

43) This

avant-

garde archbishop messed up Georgetown from the very start. He made it as
much American as it was Catholic.
What hope was there? It could not
help but accept all peoples.
What is worse, disheartening though
it may be, Georgetown can never return

to its purely

Catholic

roots,

as

L

_

and once I saw a guy and a girl kissing.
I can’t tell you the damage that did to
my Christian morals. Ah, my morals,
my lovely, lovely morals. What ever
became of them? By the time I was
eighteen, my parents thought they had
already taught me right from wrong.
They thought I could be exposed to an
idea and not embrace it as my creed.
They thought I could talk to someone
of another religion and not adopt their
faith. Why, my parents even thought I
could live on the other side of a wall
from a man and not get pregnant. How
naive they were—and who has paid for
their naivete? ME!
Thanks to these radical priests and
their cohorts,I am actually—I blush
to admit it—informed. All those years
my parents spent teaching me right

you plead; for Georgetown is not purely

from wrong were wasted. My parents’

Catholic.

such it really is corrupt to its very foundations. Were I not myself on the verge
of graduating, I would quit this university right now. But it’s too late for me.
There is still hope for your son, how-

teaching just got mixed up with what
my professors said so that in the end
I could do nothing but make wellinformed decisions based on my morals from childhood. It’s sad. Truly sad.
I don’t think my parents loved me as

ever. Please, for his sake, pull him out

much

of this hotbed of corruption. You certainly can’t leave your beloved offspring in a place where at
least two Jesuits neglect their posts as
hall monitors to run around signing
letters supporting a free-thinking priest

Don’t let your child suffer the same
fate I have. As soon as he is out of
sight, he will surely go astray. Don’t
trust him. Convert the room over the
garage and fill it with lots of niceties to
keep your son occupied. Surely he will
be better off spending his days in an
ivory tower than facing the real world.
Joan Martenson
CAS 87

It is American

too, and

as

(Fr. Charles Curran). What is to become of their charges? Furthermore,

you are right about these co-ed dorms,
they are absolutely vile. I live in one

as you obviously love your son.

twice, but three times— and not one of

those previous resignations had drawn
as much as a column inch of coverage
in either The HOYA or The Voice.
In short, last week’s story on the

Guardian changes was not newsworthy.
What is newsworthy about the
Guardian is its evolution away from a

mainly ideological, often caustic, and
at times downright anti-Georgetown
publication to one which calls itself a
“journal of tradition and thoughtful

Board of Editors
Dennis Roche, Editor-In-Chief
Tarek Khlat, Managing Editor
Mary Carroll Johansen, News Editor
Timothy Hanlon, Features Editor
William Mills, Sports Editor
Marianne Quinn, Business Manager
Robert Nau, Copy Editor

opinion” dedicated to Georgetown’s

heritage of liberal arts education and

intellectual discourse. I would think
The HOYA would welcome such a publication on campus.
It is noteworthy that the new editor,
Jon Bacal, has been instrumental in
this evolutionary process from day one, and was all but officially slated to as-

sume the editorship after one more
issue anyway.
The HOYA reported that Bacal wants
the Guardian to support Georgetown’s
traditional affirmation of republican
principles of government, a belief in
God, capitalism, and the Jesuit traditions of academic excellence and integrity. If the Guardian articulates
those principles well, Georgetown can
only benefit from the effort. He deserves a chance to have his first issue
as editor read with an open mind.
Quin Hillyer

CAS 86
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Viewpoint
Andy Lohmeier and Monika Rodman

HEALY |

Quick-Fix Solutions Inhumane
In the past several weeks you may
have seen the information table set up
by Georgetown University Right to Life
outside

of the

entrance

to undergo.

those who disagreed with us that we
could hardly comprehend their rever-

and moral viewpoints. As it turned out,

the pamphlets attracted fewer people
than the issue itself. We were two of
the volunteers who stood at the table,

and we wish to share with you our
observances on the important exchange
of ideas which occurred among students.
Abortion is perceived as a topic that
concerns a relatively small segment of
the populace, and the leaders of both
sides of the public debate are considradicals.

It is thought

to

be

basis

of agreement

on

sion to base expediency.
:
Nobody with whom we spoke supported a woman’s right to abortion except in cases of desperate need. The
problem

the

Most importantly, almost everyone
shared the belief that abortion is a trag-

edy that victimizes the mother as well
as the child. Both sides viewed the
destruction of the unborn child's life
as a horror that no woman should have

free decision. After all, a “necessary”
abortion is not a free choice.
Furthermore, the needs of women
with crisis pregnancies are not being
met because the “choice” they are making is not an educated one. Women are
not being told the whole truth about
abortion. They are not being informed
by abortion clinics about the development of their unborn child. Nor are
they being told that abortion causes a
thirty times greater chance

WompW 710 Zr MEOAZLY
THIN SHE NELLS AV

|

|

her child. Many

women,

to term. We must encourage women to
pursue a life-affirming alternative to

the inhumanity of the abortionist’s
quick-fix “solution.”
Andy Lohmeier, a senior in the School
of Foreign Service, and Monika Rodman, a junior in the College of Arts and

Sciences, are members of Georgetown
University Right to Life.
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Schulte

ment are not the biggest problem fac-

ing the university today. But every bit
of space that is taken up by these small
time operators is space that students

earring in his nose blows clove-cigarette

cannot use to gather, to eat or even to

smoke in your face and mumbles:
“Wanna buy a full color glossy rock-n-

study.

Class

ring

salesmen

are

one

thing, but I can see no reason why the

roll concert poster from a foreign coun-

university has to rent space in our stu-

try? Only twenty bucks, dude.”
The next day it’s authentic polyurethane costume jewelry with all natural
imitation jade. Or Indonesian macaroni art. It seems like every day, some

dents’ center to every nickel-and-dime
peddler who comes down the pike.
It cannot be because these “busi
nessmen” are offering students something that they need. In fact, there's
good reason to believe that most students would never buy European concert posters or Argentinian cat-hair
gloves if they weren't sold in Healy
Basement.
/
And it cannot be for the money. I

| mittee (MCPC) has recommended
than its own

tween

ble to support its discriminatory prac-

discrimination.

Catholic Church on the Pastoral Care
of Homosexual Persons.” The letter is
essentially a renewed condemnation of

tices. More or less, the Bible can be
interpreted to say what one wants it to
say. For example, in the past it has
been used to uphold slavery and deny
equal rights to women.

Clearly things are beginning to
change and the Church is afraid. Afraid
of what? Change. People are finally
beginning to question their faith rather
than simply accepting it blindly. Many
of us are not happy with what the
Church professes. Indeed, more and

homo-

gay community.
The letter apparently has very little
to do with homosexuality and a lot
more to do with Church power and
authority. If one looks carefully, one
sees that it is merely the latest in a
series of actions in Pope John Paul II's
continuing campaign to reassert Vatican authority over the American

sexuality in 1975. The Vatican views,
homosexuality as on “objective disorder” and considers engaging in homo-

Church and put a halt to more liberal
interpretations of Church teachings.
Recently, the Vatican reprimanded

sexual

Father

homosexual activity and specifies guidelines for how priests and clergymen
around the world should deal with
homosexuals.

Little has changed
See’s

last

since the Holy

pronouncement

practices

a sin.

on

Furthermore,

1e
of
1't
1e
to

ill
in

only moral act of sex is one involving a
union of man, woman and God for the

All else is sod-

omy. Furthermore, the words of St..
Paul list homosexuals as among those

who cannot enter the Kingdom of God.
So where does all this leave the hoit possible to be both homosexual and
Catholic? The letter gives fresh ammunition to those institutions that discriminate against homosexuals. Examples
of such institutions are the Supreme
Court who recently upheld sodomy
laws, and Georgetown University, who
refuses to grant recognition to two cam-

The views expressed by the Church,
however, come in direct conflict with
what many Catholics actually believe.
ent that the age-old teachings of the
Catholic Church are not holding up
under the realities of modern society.

' Rather than making an effort to adjust
to modern thought the Church prefers
to remain rigid in its positions, alienating many Catholics in the process.
Furthermore, if the Church is using
the Bible to condemn homosexuality,

pus gay groups. The letter, though, really has said nothing that hasn’t been
said many times before, and does little

ly

as homosexuality, masturbation, premarital sex, contraception and abortion.

It is becoming more and more appar-

mosexual Catholic? Or, should I ask, is

| Campus

a prominent

Everyone’s individual relationship
with the Church and with God is
strictly personal, and there are those

of us who are in no way intimidated by
Rome. We realize that there are many
different human natures. The homosexual has as much right to God as
anyone. The truth is that no loving
God would create homosexual people,
and

then

deny

Kingdom

them

to his

for being homosexual

any

more than he would create black peo-

which of the many versions and translations is it using? The bottom line is
that the Church is using nothing more

‘ple and then deny

them entrance

for

being black.
The main problem homosexuals must
face is not with the Church

but with

the state. This country prides itself on
the separation of Church and state,
but is this really so? It is obvious that
the Church has great influence over
the state. What are our laws based on

if not Church teachings— “Thou shalt
not kill, thou shalt not steal,” etc. The
Protestant ethic is what built this coun-

try. What is the possible justification
for the existence of sodomy laws if not
Church teachings? The issues of abortion and prayer in the public schools
also demonstrate

the fine line which

separates Church and state. Homosexual Americans must demand their
rights as citizens to be counted as

:

more young people are becoming dis-

illusioned and falling away from the
Catholic Church. Newsweek magazine
recently did a cover story on “The
Church in Crisis,” which discussed the

many problems plaguing the Church,
and the chilly reception the Pope received on a visit to the Netherlands
last year demonstrates increasing dis-

They should keep the vendors in

Derrick Britt
CAS 89

personal education, and “increase fac-

ulty and student morale.” While, an
excellent idea in itself, the funding

for resulting salaries and construction of offices poses a serious problem. The MCPC has come up with a
variety of ideas in an attempt to solve
this problem, each with distinct ad-

vantages and disadvantages. Nevertheless, one of these alternatives is
simply a bad idea: increasing class
size by ten to twelve students per
year, all of whom must have the abil-

tual traditions of western civilization.

a dangerous precedent, where in the

by this letter pray

future, the present a admissions policy may be abandonded altogether.
Such an abandonment could be disastrous.
For one thing, the policy ensures a
diverse student body. It allows the university to accept all types of individuals from all economic backgrounds.
By discontinuing the “need blind” policy Georgetown would lose a great
deal of diversity in its student body.
Students from lower income families

example of such eventual change.
The Gay Rights movement has been

active for a mere 17 years, a brief moment for a Church which claims to be

one of the oldest continuous intellecfor the day when

anti-gay doctrines go the way of the
tithe and excommunication. Until then,
we do what we can, such as protests at
the Vatican embassy, to show the
Church and the world that we are here
and that we must be reckoned with.
Mark Schulte, a senior double major
in Spanish and Portuguese in the School
of Languages and Linguistics, is the President of Gay People of Georgetown
University.

Wisconsin

Avenue

street-corner, just

everybody else.
Joe LaPlante, a senior American Stud-

ies major in the College of Arts and
Sciences,

is chairman

of the Student

Assembly of GUSA.

body that contributes to its diversity.
Furthermore, in discontinuing “need
blind” admissions, the university
would be acting contrary to both its
academic reputation and its Jesuit influence. The students applying would
be chosen on the basis of their ability
to pay tuition instead of their motivation and intellectual ability. Isn’t the
purpose of the-ddmissions process to
find the most qualified students out
of a pool of excellent applicants?
In abandoning the “need blind” policy, qualified students could be rejected to make room for less qualified students who have more money.
Georgetown’s academic reputation
would be hindered as some of the
better students applying would not
be accepted. Ideals of fairness and
equity would also be compromised.
All applicants deserve a fair shot and
the “need blind” policy makes this |
opportunity possible.
:
The point of this article is not to
condemn the MCPC. On the contrary, the committee’s work should
be applauded and encouraged. Finding solutions to the problem of funding for any project is extremely difficult and frustrating. Nevertheless,
care should be taken in exploring
these solutions. Each and every consequence of an act must be weighed.

I hope the MCPC and the administration realize the disturbing consequences of even a slight loosening of
the “need blind” admissions policy.
Ron Filak is a junior accounting
major in the School of Business Administration.
wisi)

Compiled by Jeff Renzulli
Marianne Herman

?
No.

With

is not crowded, I have no problem

stands,

with the vendors at all. But, if they
are here when it is crowded, then
it’s not good. (Healy Basement) is

Georgetown.

all

it looks

of
like

the

and

jewelry

downtown

Pat Connor
MED ‘88

for students first.
Greg Diagonale
SBA '90

Yes, because they bring things
that we normally don’t have time
to get to here on campus. Whether
sales.

a |,

program for hiring seventy new professors over the next ten years. This
program will help ease the burden
placed on professors, create a more

As long as they are here when it

CAS 89

you want to buy them or not is up
to you. Personally, I like the poster

:

Those of us who have been victimized

easily to Catholicism, but it does come
eventually. Vatican II is an excellent

haven’t thoroughly researched this, but
compared with the rent paid by the
Corp., and the profits made by the
Pub and Center Cafe, the fees collected
from little-league trinket salesmen provide little relief for university Treasurer
George Houston's financial woes.
My point is simple. The university
center belongs to the students, and the
University Center Coordinator should
be instructed to make sure it stays that
way. If the Japan Club wants to sell
sushi or the Community Action Coalition wants to solicit donations for the
needy, that is fine. But let the aspiring
capitalists who want to take advantage
of Georgetown’s well-off students pay
for a license and set up a shop on a

would have have much less of a chance
“of attending Georgetown, thereby decreasing: a segment of the student

ity to pay full tuition rates.
The idea of increasing class size by
a small number is not troublesome
per se. A problem, however, arises
with the condition that these additional students be able to pay full
tuition. Although this loosening of
the “need blind” admission policy per- tains to a small number, the idea behind it is a step in the wrong direction. If this proposal is adopted now
for just a few people, it will be setting

satisfaction with Church policies. If the
Catholic Church is going to survive, it
must learn to change. It may not come

Opinion / Q s+ Should there be vendors in Healy Basement
‘Healy Basement. They are good
because they provide students with
a service and they take a commission anyway. So, I see no problem
with them being there at all.
Diana Paulan

Cc

entrance

“The views expressed by the Church, however, come in direct
conflict with what many Catholics actually believe.”

used as justification to uphold this view.
According to the book of Genesis, the
sake of procreation.

Curran,

Catholic University, and banned him
from teaching as a Catholic theologian
due to his liberal views on such issues

The basis for the Church’s teachings
is, of course, the Bible. Passages such
as “man shall not lie with man as he
would with woman” among others are

AS

Charles

Catholic theologian and professor at

the letter states that living according to
this orientation is not a morally acceptable option.

=

equals and be free from prejudice and

to change the current relationship be-

and the

interpretation of the Bi-

/

Give Them a Fair Shot
In an effort to enhance the quality
of a Georgetown education, Georgetown’s Main Campus Planning Com-

The Vatican issued a document entitled “Letter to the Bishops of the

Church

To THE LETTUCE Venpens?

qe

Ron Filak

Homosexuals Have a Right to God, Too
the Catholic

NF war EVER HAPPENED

>I

central indoor place on campus and
until the Leavey Center is complete in
August of 1988, we're going to have to
make do with it. It may not be pretty,
but for Georgetown students, it’s home.
Admittedly, salesmen in Healy Base-

It’s almost inevitable. You are walking through Healy Basement. Maybe
you are going to Saxa’s for a notebook,
Vittles for a soda, the Center Cafe for
a bagel or the Pub for a beer. It doesn’t
matter. You are about halfway down
the hallway and you see an elaborate,
colorful set-up. As you push your way

few students know this, the official
name of Healy Basement is the Peter
Powers Student Center. It’s the most

D.PuBLOW 1/20l26

SGN

|

)

*

Ts

“Wanna Buy A Vendor?”

to me that there has to be a better
place for these people to display their
wares.
Yes, I said “student center.” While

TRULY REE DECEON.”
= MoH

o

Joe LaPlante

as much as the next guy. But it seems

|

4

777

hustler has set up shop in Healy Basement.
Now, do not get me wrong. I like
green mohawks and macaroni artists

| LHAT LE ean
WELL, 7 ool

7

=

h

through the nearly impassable crowd,

CONCERWED ZF WE FORCE En 70 20

WHAT

7

some guy with a green mohawk and an

Wo sR, ITs JEST BETTER FOR ALL

LF THIS HII E 4S

BUY SOME ARMS?

©

upon realiz-

ing that the fetus is not a nemesis but
her own baby, will more determinately
seek the means to carry the pregnancy

CAN'T LOOK AT THIS HERE
DECIDE FOR

PSSST... WANNA

7

the best way to solve the problem of
her unwanted pregnancy.
There are better, if more difficult,
alternatives available for a woman and

TRUE, CAUSE EVER Body A wows 747

| WOVEN

i

the mother to believe that abortion is

YUP! Now| Tris wERE STATEMENTS
| ISSyUE AND

ACCEPTANCE

FROP PIR NG

||

TS

7#

ten-minute operation. They manipulate

Unversity Right to Life.

Yr

|

—_—

language to depersonalize the motherchild relationship. The fetus is often
termed as the “product of conception”
while the abortion is described as “the
extraction of a small amount of pregnancy tissue.” Such tactics often lead

Clem, Presidett of the Georagtoun

Ir\ pate

ABR TIN TF HER
HECNVANCY 75 NOT

of future

premature pregnancies and a tenfold
increase in the possibility of future miscarriages. Our abortion-on-demand in-

COREVAIIING SOCAL
ATI TUOES [EAD 7

TRECSELY

to be

prevents a woman from making a truly

a

topic.

WANTED,

is that need has come

equated with convenience. Prevailing
social attitudes lead a woman to immediately think she needs an abortion
if her pregnancy is not wanted. Acceptance of this attitude is precisely what

nasty issue with little chance of resolution by consensus, which causes many
moderate people to avoid confronting
it. Nevertheless, in the discussions that
we had with other students we found
that we and our opponents actually had
a broad

cases of extreme

economic or social hardship, recourse
to abortion was a better solution than
bearing the child. We had been so encouraged by the compassion shown by

to Lauinger

Library. Free literature was available
about the problem of abortion, considered from medical, social, personal,

ered

Our opponents differed

from us only where

dustry is keeping women in the dark by
trivializing the nature of the abortion
procedure.
Adherents to the pro-choice position pit mother against child, depicting the fetus as an overwhelming burden that can be removed by a simple

y

A /

BASEMENT

222277,

oy

-

/

Only if they promise
back the Cookie Cafe.

to bring

Matt Smith
CAS 89

No, because it should be a place
for the students to meet their
friends, to drink beer and to have a
good time. The vendors just seem
to get in the way.
Sean Fitzmaurice
SFS 89

Yes, because it is
do in between classes
have to go that far
little things that you
:

something to
and you don't
to get those
might want.
Sherry Boyle
SFS 87
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MORGAN

STANLEY

Join us for
a discussion about
investment banking and
opportunties in the two-year
analyst program.

Thursday, December 4 at 7:00 p.m.

in Copley Formal Lounge...

RATERFRONIENNG;
|

PROUDLY

PRESENTS

SPECIALTY NIGHTS

INow Open Every Sunday 12 noon-10p
$5.00
60 oz. pitcher
($2.00 off 1st pitcher with this ad)
Nov. 23:

Redskins v. Cowboys

- Free glass of champagne if Redskin victory

| TUESDAY

NIGHT:

IMPORT

NIGHT

~ Molson, Becks, Amstel Light, Heineken
rey 50 a bottle
8 pm-12 midnight
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Podium Plan Will Increase Usable Space
ing architectural

by Jacqueline Bendy
HOYA

Assistant Features Editor

Exactly 200 years ago, the Jesuits’
General Chapter of the Clergy met in
Maryland to resolve: “That a school
be erected for the education of youth
and the perpetuity of the body of the
Clergy in this country.” This first Plan
called for a general subscription to raise
the funds necessary for constructing
the school in “George Town.” Out of
these bare proposals grew Georgetown

styles comprise

the

institution known as Georgetown University.
The founders of Georgetown were
faced with the primary considerations
of land, buildings, and funds— all. of

which remain in the forefront of today’s
administrative concerns for the future.
Plarining at Georgetown is now tar‘'geted towards making the most efficient use of’ available land and resources.

:

3

Charles Meng, the University’s Vice

"College's first building, Old South,

President of Administration and Facil-

where Ryan Administration now stands.
Today, more than 50 buildings of vary-

ities explains that the University has
“101 acres of land, borderedd by park

lands to-the west and north, and by the
historic district to the east. At this

space to 487 square feet per student
with the completion of all planned fa-

point, there is no available land in
which to expand, so we have to deal

cilities, according to Meng.
Meng notes that the most important
guiding principle in planning the fu-

with the land that we do have.
The, Campus

ture is to “make the greatest use of the

Plan

available land that we have.” With this

The recently completed Village C
dormitory complex is one example of
short-term

additions

to the

campus,

while a large number of long-term plans
remainsin the conceptual stages. The
Georgetown University Campus Plan,
a comprehensive document printed by
Meng’s ‘office in 1982, presents a detailed description of the school’s future projects. The Plan’s stated aim is
for “the improvement and efficient operation of the institution’s physical fa-

cilities through the year 2000 A.D. and
beyond.” Although it has been updated
since its preparation four years ago, its
essential goals and framework remain
largely unaltered, according to Meng.
One basic goal of the University’s
buildings and facilities plans is to increase the amount of square footage
on campus. A 1981 estimate showed
the average Georgetown student enjoying 331 gross square feet per person,

a small

ratio

in comparison

goal in mind, planners have desighed
the concept of Socioenergy Podiums
to maximize use of the University’s

minimum

space. The Leavey Center,

now under construction, is actually the
first of three such podiums which Meng

describes as “sandwiches of activity.”
“The podium system is our strategic
legal missle,” says University Architect Dean Price. “It’s going to help us
satisfy the needs that we have for the
future.”
The site for the Leavey Center, or
was formerly

an open

parking

lot—

“not,” Meng points out, “a particularly
good

use of a very scarce

resource.”

By adopting the podium approach,
Meng says, the University “is taking
that piece of land which had a single
use before, and putting into three, four,
even five other uses.”

urban location. (Brown University, for
example—another
urban
campus—

boasts a gross square foot per student
ratio of 580.) The Campus Plan pro-

ter, for example, houses a cost-saving,
million gallon chilled water tank, which
will serve as an air-conditioning system for the entire facility, when com-

poses

pleted, according to Meng. The elec-

the

number

of gross

(continued on page 10)

Mr

«

Podium A

to

The lower level of the Leavey Cen-

raise

James S. Brady —

:

=

1
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i
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good income.
0110.
HAVE

SERVICE, INC,

Call

A DRINKING

Mr. fiers

547:

!
i

2

i

:
PROBLEM

OR

|.

know someone that does? Call Alcoholics Anonymous at 966-9115.

like yours.
~
Ijoined Handgun Control, Inc.
because they" re willing to take on the NRA.

i

i
TH]

|:

hiring additional couriers. If you need
money for school/other expenses;
have car/bike; want flexible hoursand |

in elections that Congress is afraid to pass
an effective national handgun law.
It’s time to change that. Before it’s too
late for another family like mine... a family

iH
|.
I

HELP WANTED! MODELING OPPORTUNITIES; NO EXPERIENCE
REQUIRED—SINISTAR—FASHION
FOR THE DANGEROUS FEMALE—
ASK TO SPEAK WITH ONE OF THE
FASHION
DESIGNERS —HOURS:
MON.-FRI. (10-5). CALL 961-1977.

Right now we're campaigning for a national
waiting period and background check

on handgun purchases.

If such simple, basic measures had been
_ on the books five years ago, John Hinckley

ARTIE'S HARBOUR DELI CAFE

Ii
1
i
|

i

:

:

|

Hiring now. Exp. deli help, sandwich
makers, bakery help, cashier, bartend-

“Together we can win.”

opportunities, fulltime/parttime. Apply

It’s time to break the N.R.A’s grip on Congitss once and for
all. Here's my contribution to Handgun Control, Inc., the millionstrong nonprofit citizens’ group you help direct:
O$15

00$25

[0835

01$50

ton Harbour. 944-4350.
IN ASIA” —.2 months. All

costs. See Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan,
Korea, Hawaii. Depart Jan. ‘86. Toni

280-5918.

[$1000r $

AMERICAN

[1 Tell me more about how I can help.

: ¥ LUNG ASSOCIATION
®

NAME

The Christmas Seal People,®
s
is

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

GH
HANDGUN

CONTROL

1400 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005, (202) 898-0792

|.

in person or call Mon.-Fri., 10-3, 3000
K St., NW, Washington, DC. Washing-

costs $1550. Study-and work to offset

Dear Sarah,

¥

er. Up to $7 an hour. Benefits, career

“WINTER

wrong hands. It’s time to break the National

Thank you and God bless you”

seeks

info.

RUSH-IT COURIER

Rifle Association can spend so much

“start making our cities and neighborhoods
safe again.

§.

§

' events and further

Like me, I know you support stronger
handgun control laws. So does the vast
majority of Americans. But the National

Rifle Association's grip on Congress and

members

our events. Call the recorded activities number 899-0221 for upcoming

children—are maimed for life.

It’s time we kept handguns out of the

new

members to join in classy affairs including dining out, dancing, theatrical
outings and boat cruises. Events are
sponsored by members every weekend in social, cultural, sports and religious activities. We are close knit and §
funloving volleyball fanatics, pizza lovers, theatre buffs, whitewater rafters, §
dancers,
young
professionals
and
much more! Expand your circle of
friends and meet people from all corners of the globe. Potential members
and social affiliates are welcome at all §

Americans are killed by handguns every
year. Thousands more—men, women, even

can afford, and mail it to me today:

:

SINGLE CATHOLICS social organization with 400+

killed. After all, twenty thousand

only one. Police report that thousands of
known criminals buy handguns right over
the counter in this country. We have to
stop them.
So, please, pick up a pen. Fill out the
coupon. Add a check for as much as you

ROUND STUDENT represenneeded to work for (2) nauonal
travel companies. Earn $'s and
trips—YEAR
ROUND.
Next
Miami, Ft. Lauderdale, Dayton

FOR FASTT ACCURATE TYPING near

TV coverage of the handgun firing over and
over...the nightmare panic and fear.
It’s an absolute miracle nobody was

would never have walked out of that Texas

$1.50

Georgetown campus call 965-3688.

‘ve only to look at my husband Jim
to remember that awful day...the unending

pawnshop with the handgun which came
within an inch of
Ronald Reagan.
He lied on his purchase application. Given
time, the police could have caught the lie
and put him in jail.
Of course, John Hinckley" s not the

VW—1974 SUPER BEETLE, new tires.
965-4384.
2

_{ Beach, Call:..1-800-654-6¢

-learned from my own experience

to stop handgun violence. But that together,
we can confront the mightiest gun lobby—
the N.R.A.—and win.

:

Call 24 Hours. (202) 842-0869.

YEAR
tatives
group
free
trips—

“that, alone, theres only so much you can do

|

Done by Professionals
15622 K Street, N.W, D.C.

(w) 457-9806.

President. He also shot my husband.
I'm not asking for your sympathy:
Iw

EXPERT— RUSH
PROCESSING or TYPING

WORD

per page. Contact Judy (h) 667-4789

fire on a Washington street. He shot the

I'm asking for your help.

HOYA
CLASSIFIEDS

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

“Five years ago, John Hinckley pulled
a $29 revolver from his pocket and opened

Sp

Photo by Liam Donohue

Photo by Vittorio Corbo

Planning the campus of Georgetown: Administrator William Miller (above)
maps out construction in the 1970's, while Vice Presidents Charles Meng
(bottom left) and Joseph Pettit plan the future today.

“Help me fight the
National Rifle Association.”
ARIS RATA

file photo

Podium A, as it is technically known,

other schools of Georgetown’s size and

to

HOYA

March
Of
Dimes

SAVES
BABIES
HELP FIGHT BIRTH DEFECTS

}
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|
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Constructing the Campus Plan
One of Georgetown’s more signifi- cant buildings, Lauinger Library, is also
scheduled for renovation. There are
tric “chillers” for the tank are turned
three steps involved in the library's
off during the day when rates are conreconfiguration of space, according to
siderably higher. The chilled water is Meng. “First, we are renovating New
then pumped through the buildings to North, which will enable us to move
create cost-efficient air-conditioning.
the faculty out of the first floor of
The success of such a system in PoLauinger, and renovate that floor for
dium A will likely dictate its use in additional stacking and studying space.”
other such podiums planned.
As a result, the Bookstore will move
The next three levels of the podium
into the University Center when it is
serve as its parking garage, which, accompleted, allowing for additional excording to Meng, has a capacity for
pansion down into that space, accord1000 cars. The next level, directly being to Meng.
neath the ground, will be home to the
Lauinger Library Renovation
University Center, a large area for student activities, conference space, and
The third step is the building of an
food facilities. On the top of the Poaddition in the parking lot, which curdium will be 2.5 acres of green and
rently sits adjacent to the library. Meng
recreational space, with room for pesees the Lauinger Library addition as
rimeter buildings for student activities,
“a fairly high priority for the Main
housing, and guest facilities.
Campus and the University,” creating
Currently, under present plans, the
additional space for the facility, alproposed sites for two other Sociothough, he says, it may not be built for
energy Podiums are the present base- “another 5 or 10 years.
ball and soccer fields. These additional
The Campus Plan’s long-range propodiums, however, are long-range projections are also mindful of the role of
jects unlikely to be specifically planned
telecommunications in the University’s
for at least a few years, according to
future. The land just above Canal Road
both Meng and Price.
|
access had been allotted for an Ancil“One of our main concerns,” says
lary Complex, what the Plan calls “a
Price, “is the increase of trees and
photovoltaic solar facility designed to
green space on campus. Although we
serve future needs in the fields of telecan't play God, the podiums will allow
communications and computer science
us as much flexibility as we need for
and provide space for guest accommothe future.”
:
dations, conference facilities, and of(continued from page 9)

ALAA
SRAMIVE

fices.”
Other long-range proposals include
the replacement of the Ryan Administration building with rowhouse residences, and a residential complex avail-

able for graduate students, faculty and
staff overlooking the parklands to the
northwest of the campus, just above

Yates Field House. Additions may also
be made to the Dental Clinic and the
Dahlgren Medical Library, but, as Meng

notes, “Whether

these

buildings are

built or not, we're not sure. We'll have

to see what the real needs are in the
future.”

i

Joseph Pettit, Vice President of Planning and

Institutional Research,

sees

the University’s current planning as
more mindful of future needs than in
previous instances. “I think that we
are much more integrated today in our
planning,” says Pettit. “One building is
seen in its relationship to other buildings and

to academic

and

other

pri-

mary programs, rather than the simple
fact of the building. Secondly, there
are greater resources available today

that simply weren’t available in past
years,” he says.
Pettit also notes that Georgetown is
attempting to compete within a league

of schools that have facilities and endowments that are difficult to rival.
“We have to carefully choose which of

those things we feel we most need,”
says Pettit, “and how to fit them into
this integrated picture.”

by Kristine Weber
HOYA

The

climax

all but

obliterate the blissful memories of the
beginning of the term. The trauma of
midterms is replaced with the horror
of finals, the upcoming Christmas break
means dealing with parents for three
weeks, and rainy weather does nothing

for the languid mood. The last thing

DESTINATIONS

the stressed-out student wants to deal

with is housing for the next year.

DeVigne, Associate Dean of Student
Affairs, it's a matter of experience with

Nevertheless, the inevitable question,

“Where am I going to live next year?”
is arising in the minds of many students. Memories of the lottery and the
prospect of losing four different times
followed by a discouragingly long wait-

ing list make transferring seem like the
best option. Residence Life's initiation
of the three year guaranteed housing
plan, however, along with the construction of Village C, have considerably

alleviated

the

housing

problem

at

Georgetown, at least for now.

Still, many have questions and fears
about off-campus housing. Why are
sophomores automatically guaranteed
housing while juniors and seniors are
forced to choose which year they want
their guarantee? According to Renee

ow

Air Force recruiter today.

Call
Capt Karen Jevsevar
(301) 436-1571 collect

than the rising junior or senior.” Also,

a rising junior or senior is likely to
know more people who live off-campus,

especially seniors, whose living quarters will be vacated at the end of the
year.
Another question about housing concerns ideals. If a student enters into a
contract with a college to (in most
cases)

attend

for four years

and

pay

tuition, doesn’t that college have an
obligation to provide housing for him
or her during that period? In fact, the
University does see this as an obligation—one which it is working toward.
able to house 80% of the student body.
Taking into consideration the loss of
dorm rooms in New North, Village C
still added an extra 660 spaces. The
waiting list for housing for this semester was completely absorbed over the

RT

summer

and, quite surprisingly, there

are 128 open spaces on campus right
now, according to Residence Life officials.
So why so much stress about having
to find a place oif-campus? Obviously,
many are still confused about the new
system. One point DeVigne emphasizes

is that one does not have to live off-

Fares to Athens, Tel Aviv, Prague, Warsaw
also available.
Add on fares from Boston,
Washington,
DC, Chicago, Florida.

if you qualify. Contact your

the University’s location.
“By the time housing selection for
the coming year is begun,” says DeVigne, “the rising sophomore has been
here only a few months and is less
familiar with the metropolitan area

Right now, however, Georgetown is

LONDON
$189 | $375
PARIS
198| 376
FRANKFURT
210| 400
ROME
223 | 426
MILAN
210| 400
ZURICH/GENEVA
210| 400
VIENNA/BUDAPEST | 210| 400

can join them. Find out

Photo by Liam Donohue

Approximately 20% of Georgetown’s student body lives off-campus.

EUROPE

have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you

campus

during his or her “unguaran-

teed” year. If you want to live on cam-

For Reservations
and Information Call: .

pus the year you are not guaranteed
housing you simply sign on the wait

Serving the Student/Youth Market for more than 16 years!

dents who sign up on the list will be
housed, according to DeVigne.

list first come

17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017
(212) 986-9470

| COLONIAL WINE AND LIQUOR

——
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A
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a
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stu-

Out of 1168 students in the class of
'87 who were eligible for housing, only
853 actually applied. All 417 of the

housing.

One of the reasons students enjoy
off-campus life so much are the extra
benefits-washers and dryers, dishwashers, microwaves and “real” furniture
make an apartment more like home.
But often, the student is unaware of
just how much is involved in off-campus
living. One has to deal with landlords
who are less than amiable and bills
that have to be paid each month.
Leases, another concern, usually run
on a yearly basis, necessitating sublet-

ting during the summer. In addition,
most apartments come unfurnished and
security is not as readily available as
on campus.
;
Also, this year Residence Life is instituting a new dimension to campus
housing, with the expansion of the Special Interest Housing project. These
living alternatives currently include the
International Student House, the District {Action Project, and the Living
and Learning Project. The university
will request students to propose

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Georgetown
University
Office of

nternational

Programs

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED
FOR PARTICIPATION

IN:

Thanksgiving Flavor Drinks

THE 7TH ANNUAL EAST-WEST SEMINAR:

$4.49
$2.99

750 R. Jelinnek Strawberry -------- $5.99
750 Hiram Walker Cranberry ------ $6.99

Problems Concerning the Transfer of Technology

1.5Blue Nun -------ccmmnucannanon $5.99
1.5 Folonari Soave ----------uuu-- $4.29

750 Boggs Cranberry ------------ $11.99
750 Carolin Irish Cream ---------- $6.99

Thanksgiving Wine Sale
1.5 Valbon, Dourthe -------------1.5 Porto Paolo ------------cuunnn

Colonial Holiday Sale Special
$5.99
$4.99
$4.19
$3.99

I

1 cs. litre sodas -------1c¢s.D.C.Cola --------4L c. ROSSI ------==m--a3L Gallo Wine ----------

750 savory James Sherry
Fino Amontillado ---------- $3.99
750 Maccon Fussé White Wine - $5.49
750 Fontana Frascati
750 White Zinfandel ----------- $3.99

Smee

Y2 KEGS
Busch

------ $24.99

National Boh.

Bud

Meistebraue -- $20.99

---------- $35.99

------ $18.99

Lowenbrau
or
Michelob ----- $47.99

COLONIAL SPIRIT SALE
1.75 Vodka Special

1.75 Stol. Vodka
1.75 Bentley Gin

-------

$6.99

--------- $19.99
---------- $7.49

1.75 Cufty Sark

-------- $16.99

750 Ballantine Scotch ---- 6.99
1.75 Rum -------accuu--- $7.99

750 Chivas Regal ---- $16.99

Georgetown University students are invited to submit
proposals to be discussed with students from the Central
School of Planning and Statistics in Warsaw, Poland.
WHAT

IS THE EAST-WEST SEMINAR?:

Sponsored cojointly by

the Central School of Planning and Statistics in Warsaw and the
Office of International Programs at Georgetown University, the
seminar is designed to give American students the opportunity
to meet students from Poland and to discuss issues of
importance to both countries. This year, each student will
present for discussion one of six topics on the Problems
Concerning the Transfer of Technology. Previous seminars
have included topics such as international trade and Third
World indebtedness. The program will also feature lectures by
experts on Polish-American relations, and cultural activities
arranged by previous Georgetown seminar participants.

WHEN AND WHERE WILL
Georgetown University.

IT BE

HELD?:

April

1987,

at

WHO SHOULD APPLY?: Students pursuing undergraduate or

750 Courvosier V.S. -- $15.99
750 Coco Ribe “ene $5.99

graduate studies in science and technology, international affairs,
government, economics, or East European Studies.

1.75 Grain Alcohol --- $15.99

—

new

special interest housing programs.

1

| Street N.W. - Phone 338-4500

WE DELIVER |

first serve. Most

students in the class of '88 who preferred their junior year on campus were
given housing, according to Residence
Life. In the sophomore class, 1328 students would have been guaranteed
housing but only 1192 chose to live on
campus. These figures show that a significant portion of the student body
prefers off-campus living.
As far as finding a place, the university does play an active role in the
student’s search. Georgetown is partial owner of Alban Towers on Massachusetts Avenue and offers transportation between the complex and campus.
The Office of Off-campus Housing lists
apartments, houses, and rooms for rent
in the vicinity, updating their listings
daily. Still, the scramble for off-campus
housing will inevitably recur this spring,
manifesting itself in the three-day camp
out in Riggs for Investment Properties

i,

COLONIAL THANKSGIVING SALE
Starts November 21 thru November 28, 1986
SHOP NOW TO AVOID CROWDS AND DISAPPOINTMENT.

ET

fall semester

from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

where each day is different?
Many Air Force people

ere Se SRO

of the

brings. with it anxieties which

Special Student / Youth Fares to

Looking for an exciting and
challenging career

P.S. We have lots of wine imported, Domestics, Fifths and Magnums on sale. Come down and visit the store.
We are ready to help you select some nice brand to take with you and enjoy on Thanksgiving Day.
We have the best in any price range you want to spend. We do not talk wine coolers. HAPPY

THANKSGIVING.

Te

Staff Writer

LEESF RE
TUES

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?

1800

Housing
Option:
On or Off?

STORE HOURS:

Management

Mon-Fri

10 am-9 pm . Sat

10 am - 6:30 pm

HOW TO APPLY: For application information and further details,

see Ms. Carrie O'Neill, in the Office of International Programs,
Suite 307 ICC, as soon as possible.

Another first for Davis Memorial

OF

Goodwill

USED

Industries..

CARS

Hundreds of Makes & Models
MOST UNDER $500
FOR EXAMPLE...

VOLVO 4D Sedan .
54000
o DATSUN Pickup w/Top .
550070
o CHEVY Chevette 4D
>20000
* VOLKSWAGEN Van
.......°375%

~

HONDA Civic 2D

.......... 200%

* HONDA Scooter Motorcycle . 300
e HONDA Accord 2D
350000
* FORD Maverick 2D
+ 32502

WE NEGOTIATE EVERY DEAL
CALL TODAY (202) 636-4225

|
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I cooow
200 SOUTH DAKOTA AVE. NE, WASHINGTON, DC

Temporary Tags Available...
drive home Today!
Checks & Credit Cards

VISA ¢ CHOICE « MASTER
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Entertainment
Spectacular Scenery Fails to Save The Cajun
seek to enforce their own brand of arbitrary justice on his

by Jennifer Lako
Writer/Director Glen Pitre’s Belizaire the Cajun attempts

cousin, play. 1 by Michael Schoeffling, who is falsely accused of theft and murder.
Belizaire enlists the aid of Alida, a former sweetheart

HOYA Staff Writer

nl
3
§¥

to be everything at once, and the result is a movie that

now married to one of the powerful vigilantes. At the same

does not make much sense. On the one hand it’s a baffling

time, he tests his talent for re-winning the Cajun’s heart.

murder mystery and on the other hand it’s a quasi-cowboy

Complication follows complication, and Belizaire soon finds

flick. Describing it as a chilling tragedy, set within a touch-

its Cajun accents, and several crucial dialogues are incom-

himself being bounced about in a scheme concocted
the power-hungry local sheriff. Yet Belizaire refuses to
a pawn, and he manipulates everyone who crosses
path.
The audience cannot be certain if this film will turn

prehensible. This is aggravated by a runaway plot which

to be a tragedy or a comedy until the last minute. The plot

creates too many conflicts in too short a time.
The story begins where the Cajun dream ends: Louisiana, the hoped-for sanctuary they have sought out for 250
years. Instead of peace, however, the Cajuns encounter
animosity from their Anglo-Saxon neighbors.

explores the chilling themes of human greed and hatred.
Pitre paints a frightening portrait of the moral majority,
riding by torchlight to offer the Cajuns the grim choice of
leaving within two weeks or being hanged. Yet this serious
side is tempered, or rather submerged, by the unlikely
character of Belizaire. He is a devout Catholic, but just
how devout can an herbal doctor who dabbles in voodoo
be? He projects a macho veneer, yet he is weak in a fight.

ing

romance,

within

a ludicrous

comedy,

is far too

systematic.

Part of the problem is that the cast never quite masters

Set in 1859, Belizaire recounts the tension between the
fun-loving, liberal Catholic Cajuns, and the work-oriented,
flinty Anglos of the Bible Belt. The hero is Belizaire, a
roguish Cajun folk healer who delights in herbal remedies

and affairs of the heart. He finds himself caught in a fast
developing local power struggle when a band of vigilantes

by
be
his

tensely foreboding tone of the film’s opening scenes, yet
no fine line is drawn between comedy and tragedy. The
slapstick humor clashes with the serious undertones, and

carefully chosen Cajun music draws the audience further
into the flavor of the deep South.
Visually, Belizaire the Cajun is a stunning film, as the
Louisiana countryside offers a placid setting that contrasts
with the film’s frenzied action scenes. The climatic vigilante man hunt scene, one of the most striking segments of
the film, occurs in the mysterious sun-dappled bayou. One
cannot help but appreciate the massive work required to
make shooting this bearable, as cast members in full pe-

Assante was as well-

equipped as any for the part of Belizaire. But despite an
admirable performance, the audience is left with an image
of Belizaire as a ridiculous cross between a Christ figure
and a scoundrel.
Assante’s costar, Gail Youngs, has the equally difficult
task of portraying Alida, a woman torn between the Cajun
Belizaire and a rich Anglo planter. Again, the plot offers
Youngs no way to extend this potentially interesting char-

riod costumes had to wade through chest deep murky
green waters.
In the final analysis, however, Belizaire the Cajun never
makes it out of the class of a low budget film. The movie
cannot ride the fine line between tragedy and comedy and

remain believable. Thus, unless you are intrigued by Cajun

While Belizaire acts as simply as a country boy, he knows

acter. Rather than grappling with the heart-wrenching conflict of faith, Youngs’ character forgets her Cajun roots and
degenerates into a shallow pragmatist who cannot see

disappointing experience. Pitre threw whatever he could

how to use his looks and his banter
desires. Thus, this ruthless playboy

beyond the needs of the moment.
Unfortunately, the only character capable of rousing the

find into the plot, but unfortunately, the ingredients just
did not mix.

to get whatever
lightens up the

he |
in-

“THE MOST ASTONISHING OF THE FILMS OF JEAN-JACQUES BEINEIX...
COMBINES THE TECHNIQUE AND CONTROL OF ‘DIVA’ WITH A PASSION THAT IS
— SHEILA BENSON
ALL ITS OWN... AN IRRESISTIBLE TALE OF CRAZY LOVE.”
LOS ANGELES TIMES
“BEINEIX’S EYE IS AS SHARP AS EVER...DALLE IS AN OFF-BEAT BEAUTY
WHO

ence. Pitre is a native of Louisiana, and with a deep sense
of his own heritage he successfully recreates the Cajun
past. The village setting is painstakingly detailed and the

the plot becomes farcical.
Pitre secured an impressive line-up of stars for his
Belizaire the Cajun, among them Robert DuVall as creative
consultant. Unfortunately, this does not help his actors,
who were forced to deal with a faltering storyline. After
making his reputation for versatility with roles like the
French lover in Private Benjamin, and a legendary tough
guy detective in I, the Jury, Armand

out

audience's emotions dies before he is fully developed. Will
Patton, of Desperately Seeking Susan, turns in a brilliant
performance as a vigilante villain the audience can truly
despise.
Despite these deficiencies, there is a homegrown Cajun
aspect to Belizaire which makes it a rich cultural experi-

SEARS YOU WITH SPONTANEOUS

COMBUSTION.”

history, Belizaire

the Cajun

will probably

prove

to be a

Smith Berlin & Associates
‘Telemarketing Positions Available
Flexible Hours — Excellent Earnings
Call 298-7700 for appointment

—JAck KroLL
NEWSWEEK

Georgetown Location

“BEINEIX’S ROMANTIC FANTASY MAY BE THE SEXIEST ART-HOUSE MOVIE
EVER MADE.”

—STEPHEN

SCHIFF

VANITY FAIR

“BETTY BLUE IS PROBABLY THE MOST SEXUALLY EXPLICIT FOREIGN
MOVIE TO KINDLE THE SCREEN SINCE ‘LLAST TANGO IN PARIS’... AN
— PATRICK PACHECO
INNOCENT AND TENDER LOVE STORY.”
NEW YORK DAILY NEWS

AN MBA IN ENGLAND

A FILM BY JEAN-JACQUES BEINEIX
AACSB

affiliated

Manchester Business School

University of Manchester |
develops international managers

THE
MASTER'S
DEGREE
IN BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
AT
MANCHESTER
BUSINESS
SCHOOL
HAS
WON
INTERNATIONAL
RECOGNITION
FOR
ITS
OUR
GRADUATES
ARE
SOUGHT
UNIQUE
PROJECT-BASED
APPROACH.
OUT BY TOP COMPANY RECRUITERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD.
THE
PROGRAMME
OF
ALL
ASPECTS
PARTICIPANTS
TO
OPTIONS.

PROVIDES
A STIMULATING
AND
OF
MANAGEMENT
BUT
ALSO
FOLLOW
THEIR
OWN
INTERESTS

IN-DEPTH
COVERAGE
ENCOURAGES
COURSE
THROUGH
SPECIALIST

Highly Competitive Costs
heh IIIA

Senior Exec. Alumni-Exxon,
‘method
THE
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magic’

a very
THE
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successful’

Ross
human
face'

GUARDIAN

ROTUNDA ANNEXE
BRITISH EMBASSY
MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
WASHINGTON DC

3100
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DAILY

‘has

OPEN RECEPTION

TIMES

‘highly

Ford, Morgan, Touche

24 NOVEMBER
noon

—
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'the

School

for good

3 pm

EXPRESS

SUNDAY

value'
TIMES

FURTHER DETAILS — COLIN LAYCOCK, SENIOR FELLOW
MANCHESTER BUSINESS SCHOOL, BOOTH STREET WEST
MANCHESTER M15 6PB, ENGLAND
TEL: ENGLAND 061 —273 8228
TELEX: 668354

CLASSIFIEDS
CONT.
LOOKING

FOR

Scholarships,

FINANCIAL

grants and

able. Call Academic
483-4244.

AID:

loans avail-

Data

GIVE BLOOD

Network.

TIRED OF BEING ALONE? Join
STARMATCH.
Professional Matchmakers. Box 46591, Washington, DC
20050-6591.
ADOPTION
Dear Expectant Mother in need. We

American Red Cross

FOR HEALTHY
BABIES...

are a loving Catholic couple waiting to
adopt a baby. Although we cannot conceive a child, we want to have a family
of our own to love and nurture. We are
financially secure and will assist with

expenses.
2572.
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2nd SMASH WEEK!
OUTER CIRCLE

hold

VINCENT LINDON

OSSARD
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and

sports

items.

Rock
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TEAL TZ

prices. Open Tues-Sat, 9:30-4:00.
WORD

PROCESSING.

Done by ex-

perts. Term papers, resumes, etc. Call

Patty w-857-1030.
TRAVEL FIELD position immediately
available. Good Commissions, valuable work experience. Travel and other

4849 Wisconsin Avenue NW
2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, 11:45

rrr

983-

BARGAINS
Extraordinaire
Thrift
Shop, 2622 P Street, Brooks Bros.,
Britches suits $35-$45 excellent condition tweed jackets $10-$20. Women's designer and other clothes. House-

Yo GABRIEL YARED

ARMON |

AN ALIVE
ECO
GH
Protos
Res
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Call Janet and
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benefits. Call Bill Ryan toll-free 1 (800)
433-7747
mailer.

for a complete information
3

TOYOTA—1979 CORONA. 4 door, 5
speed, am/fm/cass, $1500. 965-4384.

build a strong
foundation with
good prenatal care.
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painted,” Brown added.

by Frank Perrellj
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Goya's friends, whose

For the first time two famous por-

Staff Writer

look Goya shared.

.

:
traits of the Condesa de Chinchon

Among the other works in the ex-

A small exhibition honoring Franhave been reunited. One is from the
cisco Goya y Lucientes, one of Spain's ~~ Ducal House of Sueca, a private col-

10

political out?

greatest and most influential artists,

lection in Spain. Painted in 1800, this

is presently on view in the West Build-

adult portrait shows

the pregnant

hibition from Spanish private collections is Flight of Witches (1797-1789).

part of a series of six paintings that

Goya did on the theme of witchcraft

i

ing of the National Gallery of Art.

~~ Countess, subdued and quizzically

forthe Duke and Duchess of Osuna,

4

most famous portraits, the Condesa

her lap, isolated against a neutral

off with a helpless man in their arms.

de Chinchon, as well as 15 other paint-

background.

y

The

i

0

ings by Goya, including many major

i

works from private collections in both

y
;
23
1%
d
h
3

:

.

exhibition features one of his

Spain and America and from the Na-

Raisin Thoughts on the Stage
by Carl Levinger
HOYA

Staff Writer

It would not be unfair to compare
Lorraine

Hansbury’s

A

Raisin

in the

Sun to Shakespeare's King Lear.
Both plays create true emotions and
characters who demand, and receive,

the viewer's empathy. Both plays portray scenes that are so uncomfortable

Mama’s insurance check for her dead
husband and how each family member

that the audience

begs for

the curtain to fall. While Shakespeare’s
characters learn a great deal from their

ficially uplifting, as if a Hollywood producer ordered Hansbury to re-write her
ending to make it more commercial.
We know that her family suffered
“much harassment” in their new environment, was “evicted from the home

representative, Karl Lindler, is played

sin in the Sun's opening-night gave its

by John Fiedler. Fiedler is best known

overwhelming approval to an evening

as the lovable and wimpy Mr. Peterson
of The Bob Newhart Show and is therefore unbelievable in his portrayal of

of emotional

Sun is an emotionally explosive play the
audience cannot help but remember.

three-and-a-half hour master-

piece of Hansbury, written at age 26,
ten years before her death, is reminis-

cent of Tennessee Williams and Eugene O'Neill, who were obviously great
influences on the young writer. The
action, based on the events of Hansbury’s childhood, surrounds the black

Younger family and their move into an
unwelcoming white neighborhood of
Chicago. The tyrannical matriarch of
the family, Mama, is a part well-suited
for Esther Rolle, known to millions for
her similar role in the television series
Good Times. She is seen as a pressure
valve for the family that never eases
until it is too late. The cast’s other

members include Mama's son, Walter

to open

this villain. Lindler’s offer is refused.
The play self-destructs in the last

%

Busch Gardens
Hastings Theatre

*
*

WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA
Saturday, December 6th, 12-5 p.m.
Sunday, December 7th, 12-5 p.m.

Word Processing
PICK UP
& DELIVERY

GARDENS
THE

but

he

of the
is also

known as an artist with a uniquely
personal vision of human foibles and
the horrors of war.”
“We are particularly pleased to be
able to bring together the two Chin-

chon portraits, among the finest ever

kd
‘Complete Package from $1 1 23
Oo
Call 454-4987
O
University of Maryland/
Outdoor

Recreation

Committee

NTRY

# Resumes

# Typesetting

OPTOMETRIST
Dr. Alan R. Fishman
ROSSLYN

WILLIAMSBURG. VA

and Dr. David W. Weiss

METRO

CENTER

Note: Dancers must bring a prepared combination.
Cassette taped music only.

EYES

EXAMINED

-

CONTACT

LENSES

524-7111
M/F/H

Dontbe
atest turkey.
Want to knock the stuffing out of tests
like the DAT, LSAT, GMAT, MCAT, GRE,

NTE, CPA, or others? Dont let last-minute
cramming keep you from testing your best.
Study with the world's biggest, the
worlds best test prep pros—Stanley H.
Kaplan. Your future is at stake.
During nearly 50 years, Kaplan has
helped over 1 million students increase
their scoring power and test confidence.
So if you want to give thanks after
your test, call us. And start gobbling up
your competition.

ZKAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER ID.

DON'T COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

trast to Goya's affectionate portrait
of the Countess, his portrait of the
Duke of San Carlos (1815) demonstrates the animosity between the
painter and his subject, who as secretary of state for Ferdinand VII, reestablished the inquisition and banished
numerous liberals, including many of

*GUTS bus will take you to Rosslyn hourly 10:20 am to 5:20 pm.
Z

by Thomas Jones
HOYA

Contributing

244-1456
4201 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington. D.C. 20008

works

of Francisco

Goya,

an artist

whose innovations in technique as
well as subject anticipated the explorations in painting and graphic art
in the century following his death.

Editor

The movie industry and the Ameri-

"The cinematography in The Mission
surpasses any movie this year. The filming succeeds so stunningly at presenting the new world before the Euro-

can public have apparently developed
a fondness for movies about the 18th

drown

and 19th century European imperial-

waterfalls contrast with the overgrown,

ism.

almost fecund jungle to present both
sides of man’s relationship with nature.
The' only significant weakness in
what is an otherwise moving and beautiful movie is its depiction of the Indians. The audience rarely understands

Out of Africa

and A Passage

to

common theme of European expansionism is about all that The Mission
and Tai Pan share. For The Mission
fails so miserably at recreating this era
that they hardly belong in the same
review.

pean

conquest

that

it threatens

the story. Enormous,

to

sublime

what they say even when the Jesuits
speak the native tongue.
)
But if The Mission lacks cultural sensitivity, Tai Pan lacks believable plot or

characters. This James Clavell novel

One reason why The Mission recre-

made into a movie portrays the strug-

ates the complexity of imperialism
more successfully than Tai Pan is that
The Mission is based on an actual historical event. It is about the Jesuits’
mission to proselytize the South Amer-

gle between two great trading merchants for control of the Chinese Opium

ican Indians in the 1750s. The central

out developing any interesting characters or themes.
Tai Pan was never intended to pres-

tion of the Spanish crown.
The Mission thus relives the struggle

between two competing forms of conquest: the spiritual, nonviolent invasion from within and the economic and
military conquest from outside. Jeremey Irons is convincing in his portrayal of the saintly leader of the Jesuit
‘mission. Robert De Niro, however, is
less believable as a former slave trader

and mercenary who becomes a Jesuit.
His character contains the great, but
largely unrealized, subtlety of a man

who has lived both forms of conquest.

Market. Unfortunately, little of the po-

tential tension between these families
ever develops. Tai Pan drags on with-

ent an accurate, historical picture of
the European contact with China. It is
supposed to be light and fantastic. The
problem is that the adventures of Brian
Standing as a swashbuckling profiteer are boring and predictable. The villains are not quite evil or powerful
enough and the good guy lacks the
requisite charisma. Playing fast and
loose with the historical record is easily forgivable if the movie entertains.
But unlike The Mission, Tai Pan fails
to achieve the basic requirement of
any film: to keep the audience awake.

CAREERS
and

PROFESSIONAL SRADUATE

PROGRAMS

GOVERNMENT &
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
an informal discussion with
representatives of both the

John EF. Kennedy School of Government
Public Policy Program
HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Woodrow Wilson School
of Public and International Affairs
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
DATE: Wednesday, December 3
TIME:

10:00 & 11:00 a.m. groups

LOCATION:
CALL DAYS, EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS. WE ARE ENROLLING NOW!

personal and psychological absurdity
within human situations.
The National Gallery's exhibit will
remain through January 4, 1987. Made
possible by a grant from the Pacific
Telesis Foundation, it is an excellent
opportunity to witness firsthand the

Latest Film Releases...

keep their mission under the protec-

20% Discount to Students on contact lenses and prescription glasses.

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer,

The artist’s reaction to his sitters is

sublime, but always apparent. In con-

conflict involves the Jesuits’ attempt to

1700 N Moore St.
Arlington, VA

as the Caprichos.

stitutions, however, we find diffused

succeeds so impressively and Thai Pan
2029
K Stroet
Lower Lovel

themes

Instead of the cynical disdain and
condemnation of social ideas and in-:

India were extremely successful and
have spawned two new examples of
this quickly developing genre. But the

775-4898

x

the same

“Goya's work reflects the turbulent ‘era during which he lived,” re-

Slight. weak-

ALPS

Los Desastres de la Guerra, a later
series of etchings so gruesome that
they are without precedent in Western art. Finally, his Dispartes, a similar set of prints, deal with many of

subjects which becomes subtly felt.

members

Pontejos (1786). This important man-

selections from Los Caprichos, a series of etchings satirizing society and

were portrayed by him, and it was
Goya's own personal response to his

aristocracy,

de

sions of the human condition. Included in the exhibition are several

drid at the time. Kings and Queens,
as well as other prominent figures

family and

Marquesa

nation the contradictions and perver-

traitist, the most sought after in Ma-

Spanish

The

Supplementary to these paintings
are a representative number of Goya's
drawings and prints. With such works
he was able to expose through the
inexorable light of his artistic imagi-

fame among his countrymen as a por-

royal

view.is

tural exchange.

was a creative genius

marked J. Carter Brown, director of
the National Gallery. “As first painter
to the king, his portraits include the

on

nequin-like painting has recently returned to the National Gallery after
being on loan to the Soviet Union as
part of a current U.S.-U.S.S.R. cul-

by

ZYPE

x

Audition Dates:
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Monday, December 8th, 1-6 p.m.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
Opera House Stage Door Entrance

girl with her dog. Goya presents the
Countess-to-be in a self-assured stance
of innocence and alertness.

see all year.

Busch Bardens”
America’s European theme park in
WILLIAMSBURG, VA is conducting auditions for
over 200 singers, dancers, musicians, variety artists, actors, technicians, and supervisors. You
could be part of the galaxy of stars at Busch
Gardens/The Old Country. So get your act together
and come “shine” at our 1987 Auditions!!!!

Italian composer Gion Carlo Menotti's Goya, produced by the Washing-

ish inquisition. The phantasmal sub-

ject matter of this painting is one of
the important early works anticipatjo Goya's later work and the dark,
(ormented vision of the Black Paintjngs
ALS

mon characteristic among his diverse
themes. By 1785, Goya had achieved

nesses aside, A Raisin in the Sun is
probably the best drama this city will

January 2117

*

Vallagriga, later the Condesa de Chin-

chon which depicts a charming little

deeply affected by his passions. His
insightful commentary on the human
condition is recognized as the com-

intensity that cannot be

aR

x jars are oud all day al

witches are associated with the Span-

to the Queen’s lover and Prime Min-

dominated Spanish art in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-

performances, because for the most
part they were all very moving. A Rai-

FRENCH

forced into an unfortunate marriage

co-

turies, Goya

of religious intoler-

ance, the conical hats worn by the

premier of

day, was’ attended

jt displays an image of demons flying
Representative

this sympathetic lady, who had been

Queen Sophia of Spain.
As a painter and printmaker who

Supreme Court. Not exactly something
to look forward to.
It is impossible to single out great

in Washington.

of the exhibition

with the world

the following

by the Illinois Courts,” and undertook
long legal battles which ended in the

rivaled

for

15, as well as the Gallery's opening

cept his offer. Yet when he is confronted with four pairs of eyes droop-

clusion is sentimental, sappy, and arti-

the money

affection

tenor Placido Domingo in the title
role. The performance on November

money with which he was entrusted,
Walter Lee calls back Lindler to ac-

break-down. The result of the squabbles is the scene which closes Act II; a
scene so harrowing and embarrassing
to watch that it rivals the perfection of
the restaurant scene in Death of a
Salesman.
In a final effort to unite the family
Mama uses the money to buy a house.
Unfortunately, it is located in a white
neighborhood, contrary to the desires
of the misnamed “welcoming committee” which sends a representative to
buy back:the‘house from Mama. The

cessful businessman and wants to use

opening

ton opera and featuring the Spanish

Having been conned of the insurance

His dreams drive him to the brink of a

tion that Hansbury’s characters will es-

cape the rut in which each is placed.
The Kennedy Center's A Raisin in the
The

half-hour, as it becomes, to quote from
the Langston Hughes’ poem from which
the play takes its name, “syrupy sweet.”

up a liquor store.

mistakes, however, there is no indica-

to watch

The

incided

ing with disappointment, Walter Lee
turns down Lindler’s offer once again.
From this action, Mama says her boy
has finally become a man. However,
Walter Lee does not seem mature but
rather he becomes tao cowardly to ac:
cept the money, knowing he could not
live with his family’s scorn. The con-

would like to spend it. Beneatha, 20,
would like to become a doctor, which
she sees as the only concrete way of
helping her fellow man. Walter Lee
can think of nothing but being a suc-

Goya's

tional Gallery’s permanent collection.
ister Manuel Godoy for political reaThese are complemented by 22 prints
sons, is evident in this tender portrait.
and 11 drawings, which, together with
The second is the National Galthe paintings, represent all facets of ~~ lery’s own portrait of the same young
his artistic development.
woman, Maria Teresa de Borbon y

Se
.
The cast of A Raisin In The Sun on stage at the Kennedy Center's Eisenhower Theatre.

Lee (Delroy:Lindo); her son’s wife,
Ruth (Starletta DuPois); her grandson,
Travis (Rimble Joynes); and Mama's
daughter, Beneatha (Kim Yancey).
The plot, which serves only as a
homemade paste to connect the unravelings of each character, concerns

vulnerable, seated with her hands in

Please contact your Career

Placement Office for this information.
All years, all majors welcome.
For additional information, please contact
your school’s Career Development/Placement Office.
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Women's CC Ends Season
setback at the championship

by Molly Solomon
HOYA

meet

East Championships. Seniors Mary

A few seconds can make

McCullough and Kara Mullen and
junior Stacey Shelton rounded out
Georgetown’s entries. The Hoyas

all the

difference. For the Georgetown
women’s cross country team, it resulted in a disappointing eighth
place District II finish at the ECAC
Championships last weekend at Lehigh University.

only entered six runners due to senior Kim Sannito’s illness.

Injuries and lack of depth on the
Hoyas’ roster consistently hurt the

was off by about ten

team during the regular season. The

places,” said Coach Pan Fanaritis.

potentially disastrous effects of a
depleted team led to lighter training during the fall which affected
the outcome of the team’s finish at
the ECAC Championships.
“In order to keep the people we

“Everyone

- “A few seconds a mile faster could

have resulted in a fifty point difference and lifted the team from jeighth
to fourth place.”

Georgetown’s Margaret ft
led the team, placing 55th in a time
of 17:55 over the five kilometer
course.
The Hoyas 11th place finish overall was

the

second

best

result

had

in

Individually,

vying

for

“Overall

position

of three hundred
behind

formance

Roe.

Roe

leader

experienced

it was a good

season,”

and you're never as bad

as you think you are after a bad
performance. Unfortunately you re-

Scutro, sophomore Chris Brough
took 58th place and was followed
by Heidi

“we

he said. “You're never as good as
you think you are after a good per-

been to get out quicker in the bewhen

Fanaritis,

After a season of early disappointing meets and a respectable finish
at the Big East Championships,
Fanaritis considered the season a
success.

better finish diminished. The key,
according to Fanaritis, would have

among a pack
runners.

said

age we would have done worse. It
was better not to be as good as we
could have been, than not to have
been there [at the ECAC’s] at all”

team history at the NCAA qualifying meet. Georgetown competed in
a field of 43 teams. Yale won the
championship title.
With most of the runners slightly
off pace, Georgetown’s hopes for a

ginning

healthy,”

didn’t train as we would have liked.
If we would have done more mile-

member your last race
the season as a whole.”

a

instead

of

ing the team in that location.
The team itself continues to monitor its own expenditures for such things
as travel costs, uniforms and other
amenities that can run the average
rower several hundreds of dollars a
year, according to men’s GURA president Sean Mahoney.
This arrangement is not as trouble
free as it may seem, however. A recent
flap over the team’s checking account
has caused the resignation of the team’s

by Philip Junker

after a fifth place finish at the Big

Staff Writer

HOYA

Assistant Sports Editor

The hiring of Georgetown Head
Crew Coach Fred Schoch was supposed to bring an already excellent
rowing program to the summit of greatness. Indeed, Schoch’s record as an
assistant at the Naval Academy and
the promise displayed by the team during the fall season have led to the conclusion that this year’s crew may be
better than ever. But, while Schoch’s

treasurer, Frank Watanabe.

role as team coach is clear, his niche

as administrator within the team’s new
organization is perhaps not as well defined in the eyes of his team.
While the crew team has always considered itself an almost autonomous
athletic club, a reorganization process

begun in 1983 has brought the
deeper into the fold of the entire
letic department. In order to stem
Hoyas Unlimited Director Greg
roll called “duplicated effort and
fusion,”

a meeting

team
athwhat
Carcon-

of administrators,

alumni and students was held over the
summer of finalize the reorganization.
“It was a formal recognition of necessary institutionalization ...a reassesment of existing changes in the program,” said Carroll.
Georgetown Crew arrived on the
Hilltop in 1958. Since that time, the
crew has won several Dad Vail Champi-

onships, the epitome of rowing success on the east coast.
The essence of the reorganization

Photo by Vittorio Corbo

Greg Carroll
effort is the new status of the head
coaching position. Formerly a part-time
position under the auspices of the club,
the head coach now is a full employee
of the Athletic Department and has
his full time salary paid him like any
other coach on the Hilltop.
Other restructuring moves included

a more formalized funding role on the
part of crew alumni. The crew team
currently operates out of a boathouse

The sophomore lightweight resigned
his post as an officer after refusing to
turn over control of the team’s finances
to Schoch early in the year. When pressured by Mahoney to comply, Watanabe
relinquished control and left the orgaization.
Watanabe’s claims of trouble with
the new system of organization could
be construed as a common feeling
among crew rowers about the team’s
perceived autonomy versus its actual
freedom. Other than his questions with
the financial system, the erstwhile
rower claims that increased control by
the athletic department will be harmful to the crew in the long run. “Francis Rienzo [Georgetown’s Athletic Di-

athletic department were given a greater
voice in the crew’s activities.
Responding to the charges of his former rower, Schoch explained that his

intentions in taking control of the
checking account were twofold. First,
he was complying with NCAA regulations governing team expenditures that
require itemized reports of all disbursements. Secondly, Schoch said, by hayving the checks in the coach’s name the
purchasing of needed equipment for
the team’s use would be greatly facilitated.
Carroll also disputed the claim regarding the reduction in the number.
of competition boats if the team was
controlled more by the university.
“Why would we spend so much money
on a new coach and then cut down our

rector] will reduce the number of boats

in the water to four, two from each

on the northern bank of the Potomac

team,” said Watanabe

near the Watergate Apartment complex. The crew alumni, through gifts
to Hoyas Unlimited, shoulder GU'’s
share of the rent burden for maintain-

after
team
cited
crew

in an interview

his resignation. In his letter to the
explaining his actions, Watanabe
a “longstanding tradition” on the
that would be damaged if the

Sean Mahoney

~ WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR GRANDPARENTS?
a)

b)

Five minutes into “The Lawrence Welk Show”

About a week before your birthday.

¢) When you just want to tell them you miss
them, and that you ate the last of Grandma's

chocolate-chip cookies this morning.

There's nothing grandparents like better than a call from a grandchild
in college. But if you do accidentally happen to interrupt Lawrence, you
ought to have something worth telling them.
For example, you could mention that you cailed using
AT&T Long Distance Service because you can depend on AT&T's
high quality service and exceptional value.
And then you can tell them that AT&T gives you
immediate credit if you dial a wrong number.
And that you can count on AT&T for clear
long distance connections.
Finally, of course,
you should quickly
reassure them that
you're eating enough,
then let them hurry
back to the TV to
catch the rest of the
Lennon Sisters’ Blue
Oyster Cult Medley.

competition?” asked Carroll.
Whether or not Watanabe’s claims
about the dangers of greater school
control are true or not, their seems to
exist a great misconception of the
crew’s status within the athletic system. Women’s GURA president Alicia
Cummings believes that the team’s concept of freedom from the bonds of the
university came as a result of the extensive fundraising undertaken by crew
members. “Crew is a special sport at
Georgetown,” said Cummings, “There
are a great number of things expected
of us”
Men's president Mahoney added that

"the time demands on crew team mem' Bers, th8lwding refrigerator rental and
‘ushering at football'games, tend to foster a feeling of greater independence
and separation from: other sports at
GU. “It is a very taxing schedule,” said

Mahoney of the money making efforts
of the team.
Watanabe contends that although reaction to his call to arms against the
athletic department has been “mixed,”
there remain many crew members who

are “reluctant to come out in the open
with their feelings [on the closer ties
with the university] for fear of being
ostracized from the team.”
Women’s coach John Devlin applauds the rapprochment of the athletic department by the crew as a step
in the right direction. “The department
is very supportive,” they will find excellence for the program,” said Devlin.
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Sports
Coach Stresses Fitness,

laking Women's Basketball Seriously

Women Cagers Start Rebuilding Year

by William Mills
HOYA

teamwork. “I want a healthy athlete . . .
my emphasis is on attention to details,”

not return until January. “Vanessa is
following the program,” said Knapp,

said the coach. Knapp claims that discipline both on and off the court will
be priorities for the team this season
as well.

“she hasn’t missed a rehab session. . .

A new workout regimen instituted
by Knapp is indicative of the innova-

good program,” according to her coach.

three

wins in the Big East Conference last

tion the new coach is bringing to GU.

year, the team

Instead of the longer, and according to
Knapp, less organized, workouts of a
year ago, the new system will feature a

by Philip Junker

Sports Editor

HOYA

The essence of the game of basketball is to put the ball
through the hoop more often than does your opponent.

town Athletic Department

all record

team

, to

of success

ex

ted

him

from

the

arid

Southwest. While the new arrival is
hardly predicting a Big East title for
his charges, Knapp is advocating a
multi-faceted reorganization of the program at all levels that indicates a new

commitment to improvement and success. “We're interested in establishing
a base,” said Knapp, “Our primary con-

every

confi-

that the latter has 4 good shot this year

as well.

Change is in the air at McDonough
and from all accounts it will be a change
for the better. Although no champion-

shortened practice will help the players

ships

Hoyas at the end of the season, the

From a pure coaching standpoint, the women’s game
may be ideal. Unlike the men’s game, where success can
come from simply placing five great athletes on the floor
and letting them play, good fortune in the women’s game

team

or
has

tournament
an

almost

bids

await

definite

the

shot

and only two rovers (those who could play offense and
defense) were allowed on each team. In 1971, with the
formation of the AIAW league, women’s basketball began to shed the rules of old, and moved toward pure

ball, too.”
The team’s success in the first year

of its rebuilding program will hinge on
the performance of its older players.
Junior Beth Knight led the Hoyas in

basketball as it is played by the men. Immaculata College
captured headlines, winning three consecutive national
titles during the 70s.
Today, the game has matured to the level where a
coach like Knapp uses the defensive strategies of Bobby
Knight, the offense of Hubie Brown and the overall ap-

scoring with a 12.5 average a year ago

and will be counted on to lead from
her forward spot. Senior Ann Gothard
was second to Knight in the rebound-

ing department, and the 6' 0” forward
will be a major factor on the front line

basketball.

United Way
of the National
Capital Arca

and will be one of the team’s captains.
The other senior leader will be Chris

The atheletes are getting stronger, quicker, and more
fundamentally sound. The competition is increasing with
Notre Dame, Arizona, Utah, Penn St. and Rutgers burst-

HE
|
i
|

Cwieka, a 5" 10" swingman who should
contribute more in her final year.
Vanessa Lillingston-Price, the tallest

he does not be-

lieve in a professional women’s league Knapp does feel
facilities and finances will play a crucial role in continu-

player in the Big East, will spend the
first semester season in a cast and will

ing the trend. Most importantly, though fans must realize

that the virtue of the women’s game is that it is, as Knapp
says, “basketball, not just women’s basketball.”
?

GO

Photo courtesy Sports Information

Nikki Arwood plays D for the Hoyas.
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1st in USA’

.

Football players’ Tom Reiter and Andy Phelan were named Academic
All-Americans from District II. Reiter (SES '87), who has a 3.67 GPA, is an
international politics major. Phelan (CAS 87) has a 3.75 GPA and is an
English major.

Sophomore Dean Lowry’s 99 yards rushing in the football team’s win over
Swathmore last weekend brought his season total to 761 yards, Georgetown’s
second-highest single season rushing total. Lowry has recorded 1,079 yards in
his two-year career which makes

him only the seventh

In 78 cities throughout the nation .S=

Qualified candidates will be familiar

with the medical environments and
possess a minimum of one year
related experience.

OUR PASSING
70%

i

10,000

IS

IMMEDIATELY

STARTING

*

Pittsburgh and a 3-1 count to George Washington. Freshman Vanessa Helin

the exam each year
which represents

lead Georgetown, posting 68 assists for the two matches. The Hoyas will take
their 14-23 record to the Big East Tournament this weekend at Pittsburgh.

- 1/3 of USA

*

*

The women’s varsity swim team recorded one of the biggest upsets
squad’s history home against George Washington Wednesday. The
winning margin was 111-104. The 400m medley relay team, which
sceond, broke the Georgetown record by six seconds. Freshman
Milton set the McCarthy Pool record in the 200m backstroke with
place time of 2:31.27.

Dec 8th through Jan 10th

Please call collect for additional

*

The volleyball team lost two close matches at a tri-match held at George
Washington last Saturday. The Hoyas dropped a 3-2 decision to Big East rival

*

CLASSES

in history to

of our former students pass

after taking our courses.

information.

Washington DC

Call 828-1821, Mon.Fri., 10 am-2 pm
Equal Opportunity

RATE

Hoya

eclipse the 1,000 mark. If he continues his present pace next season, Lowry
could become Georgetown’s all-time leading rusher after only three seasons.
*

ing

(202) 331-1410

in the
Hoyas’
placed
Cathy
a first

Employer

Georgetown
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HILLTOP HI-LITES

University Students-in-Peru

General Informational Meeting
w/Fr. Otto Hentz

about 1987-1988 Group
Tuesday, Dec. 2nd in ICC
at 7:30 p.m.

November 21 —~ 27, 1986

Friday, November 21

115

Monday, November 24

Dance Theatre performs their “1986 Fall Gallery”, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Hall of Nations.

Dean's Conference Room SFS, "The War Next Door’
the afternoon.

Mask and Bauble, 1940's Radio Hour, 8:00 p.m., Stage III,
Poulton Hall. Call x4960 for reservations.

PSU Meeting, 7:30 ~ 11:00 p.m.

12:15 in

”

Weekend Films: Repo Man, 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., in Reiss
103, $2.00 general admission and $1.00 with GPB card.

Saturday, November 22
Weekend films: Repo Man, 8:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., in Reiss

Korean Club, ICC Auditorium, 5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, November 25
SFS Academic Council meeting.
SLL Academic Council Meeting

103. $2.00 general admission and $1.00 with GPB card.
Dance Theatre preforms their “1986 Fall Gallery”, at 8:00 p.m.
in the Hall of Nations.
Mask and Bauble, 1940's Radio Hour, 8:00 p.m., Stage III,
Poulton Hall. Call x4960 for reservations.

CIP Tutoring Workshop, 9:00 - 12:00 noon, ICC 106. Call x4318
to sign up.

Jsunday, November 23

* % 3k

Please remember to get your information to the Office of

Student Activities by Monday mornings. It is important to
include a date, place and time and in some cases a person
to contact.
* 3k 3k

Symphony performs "USA Yesterday” at 5:30 p.m., Gaston Hall.
GUSA Meeting, 8:00 p.m., Healy 106.
SBA Academic Council Meeting
Georgetown Symphony Orchestra, 8:00 p.m., Gaston Hall.

at

fulfilling Knapp’s primary goal. Said
Knapp, “I want us to be better at the
end of the season than we were at the
beginning.”

some major changes and minor tactical adjustments. “I emphasize defense
and rebounding,” said Knapp, “and I
am a stickler for taking care of the

five-on-five. In many parts only certain players were allowed to play defense. Others were designated shooters

ing onto the national scene. Although

to have

Syracuse. Last year, the first two of
those teams went to the NCAA tournament and the Hoyas’ coach believes

tion between the program and the academic side of Georgetown. The coach
has kept assistant coach Jody Lavin
Patrick occupied with his players’ academic progress and hopes that the

can turn that potential into success with

competition was limited to half-court

proach to the game of John Wooden.
Knapp sees a bright future for women’s

appears

dence that Cook will make her mark
on the Hoya program early in the
season.
Knapp feels that the Big East will
once again be dominated by perennial
powers like Providence, Villanova and

said Knapp.
Another change instituted this year
will be a program to remedy what
Knapp called a lack of communica-

country, women’s

The new philosophy on the McDonough hardwood is based on three
legs: conditioning, fundamentals and

Knapp

themselves for the entire two hours,”

Photo courtesy Sports Information

cern is goal-setting right now.”

The 5' 6” guard will be handed the
awesome responsibility of running the
offense as a newcomer to the Big East.

tual game. “We want the girls to spend

very much different from men’s. In some areas of the

are filled by crowds interested in the more non-stop,
exciting action which is not found in the women’s game.
“Sure, it would be great fun to play before 20,000 at
Rupp Arena,” Knapp says. “Yet, we would still feel a high
| degree of accomplishment playing before one or two
thousand in McDonough. Our fun comes in the accomplishment, the comradarie. I'm interested in a job welldone, not in shorts.”
Until sometime in the 1970s, women’s basketball was

ew
at
ere

with

she is fulfilling the model role.”
Freshman recruit Jill Cook comes
from “a good basketball family and a

fast-paced two hour workout designed
to mirror the frantic tempo of an ac-

since (6 years), he’s been coaching women’s basketball.

is somewhat true now. This task, however, may be an insurmountable one. Unfortunately, men’s basketball arenas

the
yscia
onthe

begins his reign on

pursue their studies.
Knapp inherits a program that is full
of talented upperclassmen. “My friends
in the Big East tell me that Georgetown really has some players,” said
Knapp. The new coach hopes that he

only a coach can provide.
“We're not going to play above the rim, but what we
| will offer you is a pure game of basketball complete with
good shots, hard defense and rebounding,” Knapp asserts.
- Indeed, Knapp believes the key to popular success for
women’s basketball is to find a crowd of basketball purists
who will watch the game for its own sake, not simply to
see young women running around in shorts, as he claims

ool

only

can only benefit from

Coach Pat Knapp

can play an

must come through execution and discipline, two factors

ms

managing

the Hilltop tonight against Santo Domingo in McDonough Gym.
Knapp, formerly the coach at New
Mexico State, brings a proven record

“A lot of people don’t take women’s basketball seriously,” Knapp claims. “But we recruit the same way,
place the same time demands and conditioning schedules
on our kids as the men do. Obviously, you're not going to
find the great leaping ability and speed in the women’s
game— although I've seen a lot of very fast girls out
women’s

and

change. And change is exactly what
players and fans can expect when new

ball, both used by the women, the two games are indeed
the same.

a well coached

that needs

a turnaround, it’s the women’s basketball team. Compiling only an 8-20 over-

others launch shots from 15-20 feet. Whichever tactic is
chosen, the game is still basketball. So, you might ask, is
there really a difference between men’s and women’s
basketball?
Yes, says new women's basketball coach Patrick Knapp.
He qualifies the differences, however, saying they do not
affect the essentials of the game of basketball. “The main
difference is ticket sales and TV coverage,” he says.
Aside from the 45 second clock and a slightly smaller

there—but

Assistant Sports Editor

If there is a program in the George-

There are, of course, a number of ways to do this. Some
drop the ball through the net from above the rim, while

exciting brand of basketball.”
Knapp began his coaching career at Bishop McDevitt
High School in Philadelphia where he was the boy’s varsity
coach for four years. After compiling a 1-23 record his
first year, he turned the program around and ended his
fourth campaign at 20-11. Then, Knapp decided he wanted
to get into the college game, period, and landed an assistant’s position with the Notre Dame women’s team. Ever

Teamwork

Hilltop Hi-Lites is published weekly by the Student
Activities Office and can be read in The HOYA! If
you have information for the Hilltop Hi-Lites, stop
by B-17 Copley, or call x4308.
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The very finest in dog and cat grooming. ..
The city’s widest selection of pets and supplies...
Always at Companions, Washington’s favorite pet shops.
Three convenient locations:
Georgetown — 1726 Wisconsin Avenues, N.W.
Adams Morgan — 2423 18th Street, N.W. ©

© 337-3252
797-3663

Capitol Hill — 545 8th Street, S.E. © 544-1706
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Philip Junker

Hoya Football: Breaking Even

up in the last two plays

only to fall on the ball to run out the
remaining time. Instead, inexplicably,
the coach called right 30 and left 30,
two running plays that called for the
ball to change hands. Both times, the

we

front five, the

as the team’s fullback and found himself gaining over 100 yards in several
games. Between the two, the Hoyas

defensive backs and the coaching staff.

year and if the ballcarriers can learn to

The linemen exerted less pressure than
a leaky water hose and opposing pass-

keep a handle on the ball, next year
might prove to be a successful one.

find the defensive

vast talent pool among the sophomore

Stahr Qualifies for
by Chris Walsh
HOYA

Staff Writer

"The men’s cross country team finished its season last weekend at the
IC4A/NCAA District II Championships in Bethlehem, PA. It was hoped

AAS

November 24. Stahr was third in’ the
District and 13th in the IC4A’s with a
time of 30:36 over the 10,000 m course.
A top 25 finish at the Nationals will
give Stahr All-American status.

that with a top three finish in the Dis-

John Trautmann was the meets top
freshman, taking 41st with a time of
31:20. He was followed by junior Mark

trict meet, the Hoyas would qualify for
the NCAA Championships. But a trip
to the Nationals eluded Georgetown

Whitehouse who was 50th in 31:26.
Junior Jim Grelle and sophomore Bill
Going rounded out the scoring for the

as

Hoyas.

it placed

fifth

in District

II and

eighth overall.
Senior Mike Stahr will be the sole
representative for Georgetown at the
NCAA Championships in Tucson on

Georgetown

proved

to be a con-

tinue the pace and Georgetown fell
back in the pack, losing crucial position for the finish.
“If only we ran a little more intelligently in the first two miles, we possibly could have. pulled off an upset,”

Coach Frank Gagliano said.
set

over the 6.2 mile course, and since
Mike Quinn will be the only runner to

it appeared

turn of Mike

that

the

Harriers

would

Stahr and John Traut-

mann, in addition to the other runners, could spell doom for Big East

opponents,

since no Big East teams

finished ahead

screen

Australian

Nick

“Crocodile” Dundee played basketball,
it would be for the Melbourne Tigers.
The team’s Big East exhibition tour,
you see, has emerged as a virtual re-

telling of the hit film’s plot: Aussies
come to the US and make good. Everyone asks “Who are those guys?”

In fact, the Tigers’ 77-76 win against
the Hoyas Tuesday must have vaguely
reminded fans of the movie’s most famous scene. Dundee, you remember,
was accosted by a confident, switchblade-wielding mugger on the streets

ington Post. “The only college basket-

ball news we got for four years was
about Patrick Ewing. . . Just the fact
that we had the nerve to come here
and play them was incredible to the
people back home,” he said. Put your
hearts and kleenex in check, however,
and don’t be so easily fooled. A call to
the powers that be at the Big East
indicates that all things may not be

quite as they seem. The Melbourne
Tigers own Australia’s Victorian Bas-

of New York who planned to take the
seeming pigeon for everything he had.

ketball Association. They have won
two recent championships, finished no

“That's not a knife,” said the unfazed
Dundee. “That's a knife,” at which

lower than third since 1970, and missed
‘the finals only once in that period.

point he produced an enormous bush
knife. The mugger fled.
Reggie Williams must be trying to
book a ticket to Melbourne to buy a

East’s Chris Plansky.
To make matters worse, their coach
Lindsay Gaze (does the last name sound

shot like that of the Tigers’ Mark Gaze,

familiar?)

who hit five of his team’s nine three
pointers. That's a shot. So good are
the Aussies from long-range that a terse
Villanova sports information department would offer only one unsolicited
comment on their earlier opponent.

Olympic Team since the 1972 Munich

“They're very strong on the three point
goal,” they muttered.

The first impulse (after the customary fan shock that the Hoyas actually
lost) is to feel happy for these boys
from down under. After all, they've
‘travelled more than halfway around
the world, and you wouldn’t want to
see all that goodwill and effort go down
the drain, would you? “If they come
that far,” said WUSA sportscaster
Glenn Brenner during his late highlights, “they ought to’ win.”
The player’s reactions after the game
further stimulate a charitable mood
about the well-executed 14 point comeback. From the celebration after Andrew Gaze hit the winning three pointer
at the buzzer, you would have thought
that they were . . . well, Villanova winning the national championship or

something. Let's face it, to George-.
town this was but a preseason exhibition, yet to Melbourne

thing more.

it was

some-

have dominated,”

has

guided

in the

out the Hoyas in the IC4A’s. Another
Big East title and a shot at the nationals are reasonable goals in 1987.

“Georgetown in Australia is the ultimate,” Andrew Gaze told the Wash-

“They

of Georgetown

District II and only Providence edged

As if the America’s
Cup Weren't Enough
silver

records

graduate this spring, the prospects
seem very good for next year. The re-

Chris Donesa

If

personal

Storming ahead for the first two miles,

tender early on in the sixty team meet.

resulting in a 10-0 deficit, the

Hoya football squad battled back in
the second half of last weekend's game
and tamed the Garnet Tide of Swarthmore, 20-18. The season ending victory, witnessed by a full house atop

Kehoe field, gave the Hoyas a respectable 4-4 final record. The win completes a five game stretch covering the
end of the season that saw the Hoyas
go 4-1.
tentions; their first half performance,

the demise of the young runners. After
two miles it seemed impossible to con-

Hoyas

Despite a lackluster first half performance,

however,

was lackluster.

the offense

threatened

Every

time

to strike,

the

ever present turnover factor reared its
ugly head. On the very first series, after Jim Quick

scrambled

for the first

down on a fourth down punt play to
move the Hoyas into Swarthmore ter-:
ritory, David Simpson coughed up the
ball after a fine reception at the Swarthmore 20 to end the drive. Later in the
half, Dean Lowry proved his mortality
by fumbling at the Swarthmore 30 yard
line, ending another Hoya threat. Both
costly turnovers insured the Hoyas’ first
half output would be a goose egg.
The defense was equally, if not more,
ineffective in the first half. Perplexed
“play after play by the various crossing
patterns and play action fakes the Garnet Tide was throwing at them, the
defensive players proved to be easy
prey for the Swarthmore offense. Given

enough time to write his personal memoirs

and

still find

an

open

receiver,

The HOYA
Athlete of
the Week

pionships.

Stahr qualified

for the

NCAA Championships, finishing
third in the District and 13th in the
IC4As with a time of 30:36 over the

10,00m course.

Australian

Games. In fact, the team that beat the

the United States. Perhaps we should
instead turn our thoughts to our own
boys in Blue and Gray rather than
the clean-cut troops presenting the
“G’Day” shirts as gifts.
This year’s Georgetown team is almost undoubtedly surrounded by more
mystery than any in recent history. The
Melbourne loss may raise doubts among
Hoya fans about the future under such
Gillery,

Jefferson,

to give the Tide
half cushion. The
been in a much
not been for the

overall ineptitude of Austrian, whose
woman-like tosses missed many wide
open Garnet Tide receivers.

In the second half, after receiving a
verbal drubbing from Coach Scotty
Glacken during halftime, the Hoyas

turned

things around.

The

defense,

aided by a most generous Austrian,
shut the door on the Tide. Led by John
McCormick (12 tackles), Mark North

(9 tackles,2 interceptions and 1 fumble recovery) and Joe Haley (8 tackles,

1 sack), three defensive standouts all
season long, the Hoyas held the Tide
scoreless until a meaningless last min-

ute touchdown. In the four games the
Hoyas won, the defense proved up to
the task of shutting down the opponent

in the second

half, keeping

the

team in the game. Thus as brilliant as
Saturday's virtuoso performance by the
defense may have been, it was not sur-

seen

the

trend developing as the defense
tured all season long.

prising to those who

ma-

in
the
led
lar

have

The offense, so frightfully impotent
the first half, likewise exploded in
second half. Once again, they were
by Lowry, who completed his stelsophomore season with 96 yards on

16 carries.
Not only does Lowry possess quick

feet and breakaway speed, he is a hard
runner who, once corralled, is very
difficult to bring to the ground. He
used these skills to open the scoring

for the Hoyas, with a third quarter,
eight yard scamper. After the defense
spoiled the Tide's bid“to open up their
10-7 lead by stopping them cold on
a fourth and one from the Hoya five

yard line, the offense moved in for the
kill. Georgetown’s 38 yard touchdown
drive, kept alive by two important
fourth down conversions, culminated
when Matt Zebrowski (9-20, 99 yards)

scrambled out of the pocket and found
Ray Ficca (four catches for 39 yards,
including three on the final drive) in

the back of the end zone. Upon getting the ball right back after another
North interception, the Hoyas added
the insurance touchdown when Jim
DePersia rolled in from two yards out
to increase the margin to a safe ten.
A late Swarthmore touchdown only
served to make the final margin, 20-18,

seem

closer than

the game

actually

was.
Glacken was thrilled with the victory. “We have a very good team, better than our 4-4 record indicates. We
finished strong, though, and that is
what I am so pleased about. The day
was also a sad one, though. We are
losing seniors Andy Phelan, Paul Simpson, John McCormick, Joe Gaffigan,
Brian Condon, Tom Reiter, Richard °
Wheelock

and

Drew

Emmel,

and

we

are really going to miss them. I only
hope that our program meant as much
to these kids as they meant to us.”

Aussies Take Hoyas
Down Under, 77-76
by Thomas
HOYA

Garofalo

Staff Writer

“I never thought much of it before,
and I don’t think much of it now,” said

Coach John Thompson, describing his
feelings on the three point rule follow-

ing his Hoyas’ defeat on just such a

easy to identify, but freshman Sam Jef-

and down by two. 6’ 7" guard Andrew
Gaze got free of the frantic Hoya defense at the top of the three point cir-

to the burly junior for leadership on

cle, and launched a desperate shot that
sailed gracefully through the hoop as

Thompson

Tuesday

Allen,

The fact is, however, that there is no

shame or crisis in losing to a strong,
competitive team, especially before the
start of the season. To hold this loss

night's game

is that it was a

Forward Ronnie Highsmith goes strong to the bucket against the Aussies.

ferson (7 points, 3 rebounds) played a
strong defensive game, showing considerable versatility as he moved from
the

perimeter

to the

lane

and

back

again. In addition, Ronnie Highsmith
appeared to be strong and healthy, as

he grabbed seven rebounds in 23 minutes of playing time. In the games to
come, the young Hoyas will be looking
the court as well as rebounding.

Though disappointed about the loss,
was not overly concerned.

Stressing that it will take time for the
Hoyas to develop to their full potential,
the coach pointed out that this was the
first time many of his players had the
opportunity of playing together against

an opponent. He also said that a loss
like this one helps “bring things back
to reality” in the face of several overly
optimistic

pre-season

them the NCAA
ranking of GU).

polls

(among

coaches’ number 11

At this point in the season, it is far,

need a good deal of Thompson's tute-

too early
men from
Thompson
to school,

lage. Georgetown turned the ball over
eleven times and shot only 42% from

school, and when you come back to
playing, you have to get used to play-

the field, and, at times, seemed to have

ing.” The Melbourne game will, how-

difficulty finding each

ever, be on the Hoyas’ minds as they

floor. “There

against the Hoyas is almost as nearsighted as, say, counting out a bunch

points and nine rebounds led the team
in both categories. Supplementing his
deadly jumper with a few thundering
dunks and an explosive baseline move
now and again, the omnipresent Williams shot a scorching 63% from the
field.
Other reasons for optimism are less

shot in the final seconds of Tuesday
night's game against the Melbourne
Tigers. The final saw the men from
down under prevail, 77-76.
The visiting Australians had been
down by as many as 14 points in the
second half, but chipped away at the
Hoya lead steadily until, with 14 seconds remaining, the Tigers found themselves inbounding the ball at midcourt

typical season opener. While there
were a number of bright spots, the
Hoyas showed that they are going to

Bryant, and Tillmon, and certainly isn’t
the way that such heralded newcomers
want to remember the start of their
college basketball careers.

of amateurs from Australia.

the second quarter
their ten point first
Hoyas might have
deeper hole had it

the final buzzer sounded.
Gaze’s bucket was the fourth three
point shot made by the Australians in.
the last 13 minutes, making Georgetown aware of the potentially devastating effect of the NCAA's new rule.
The well-schooled visitors also hit all
their 14 free throws as well as 16 of 28
second half field goals.
The best thing that can be said about

guys out.on a little pickup jaunt across

as

half. Included in these seven passes
was a 22 yarder to Mark Selverian in

Stahr, a junior from Carmel, NY,
led the cross country team last week
at the IC4A/NCAA District II Cham-

Hoyas Tuesday brought veterans from
the 1984 national squad that came one
game away from winning a medal in
Los Angeles. Will John Thompson be
wary in Seoul? The Melbourne Tigers,
we see, are hardly a bunch of fun-loving

names

completed

Mike Stahr

said the Big

the

Neil Austrian

most of his seven passes in the first

Staff Writer

The Hoyas may have had good in-

qualify. The fast pace, however, spelled

Seven

HOYA

i

scorer. DePersia braved the inner line

class and last year’s recruiting efforts
produced two fine running backs and
some promising defensive players. If
the team can avoid the injury plague
that ravaged the squad early in the

sophomore Dean Lowry and his backfield mate, junior Jim DePersia. The

quarterback

by John Knight

IE iS.

explosive Lowry established himself as
the team’s deep threat early in the season and emerged as the squad’s top

As usual, the Hoya linebacking corps
established themselves as the best athletes on the team. Senior John McCormick and his capricious mate Peter
Elliot made up for the lapses of the
line and anchored an otherwise suspect defense.
On the liabilities side of the ledger

Gridders Stem Tide, 18-16

a

determination to every contest.

Matt Zebrowski slings the pigskin during Georgetown’s 18-16 victory over Swarthmore last weekend.

was

other on the

not enough

move-

ment out there,” Thompson said.
As for the bright spots, it was the
stellar performance of Reggie Williams
that lit the Hoya path. William's 27

To

brings his knowledge of the game and

Photo by Gina LaRoche

RP

Coach Scotty Glacken’s option work.
Glacken found himself with a young
but talented receiving stable. Freshmen
Greg Adami and Paul Sarkis showed
poise beyond their years and sophomore Ray Ficca continued to sparkle
as the team’s posession receiver. Walk-

REE Em A

made

as “a A

been utilized more in traditional I-formation plays and on screens instead of
wasting away as an option decoy.
Next year’s crew will most definitely
miss the graduating seniors who will
depart this spring. However, there is a

Zebrowski

mm

creases. And sophomore Tony Giaccobe

but

Ti

nored in some games still amazes this
observer. The sophomore should have

ball,

J
pk aE

self in the Catholic game and should
only improve as his playing time in-

III

9%

on John Rynne made a name for him-

ball carrier fumbled the ball, a potentially disastrous occurance that could
have cost GU the game.
Strange decisions were made at other
times during the year as well. The decision to send kicker Ted Kallina in for
a 50-yard field goal against Catholic
was questionable at best. Finally, the
fact that Dean Lowry was virtually ig-

sion

er

where he had labored for four long
seasons as the Hoyas’ left guard. The
veteran had lived through the lean
years of 1983 and 1984 when the team
had picked up only three wins in two
seasons, and had experienced the joy
of a winning record just a year ago.
Saturday’s 20-18 triumph over the Garnett Tide of Swarthmore was just that
much sweeter for Phelan and his fellow seniors.
Looking back over the 1986 season,
one searches in vain to draw any definite conclusions. There is nothing remotely spectacular in a four and four
record, nor is there anything shameful
in it. Yet in the end, the team’s .500
record was the result of offsetting
strengths and weaknesses that alternately thrilled and disappointed the
Hoya faithful.
On the positive side of this hundreth
anniversary season was the rushing of

were summed

of the season. Leading by two with :13
to go in the game, the team needed

A

turf

Eel

the

—

surveyed

North and Stu Muller had fine years.
The problems with the coaching staff

wg

Phelan

Andy

interception rate, however, and Mark

pr

field atop Yates. Number

54,

field was all too prone to giving up the

long pass and often seemed confused
on their coverage assignments. The
corners and safeties did have a high

to tell what the loss to the
down under indicates. As
said, “When you come back
you have to get used to

enter the regular season. “You remember it,” Thompson said with a grin,
“when the other team is jumping and
dancing all over the court after the
game.”

me

windswept

ers had time to spot two and even three
receivers before throwing. The back-

re

the Georgetown football team, the
game and the season had ended.
A solitary figure remained on the

had a fine rushing tandem that, while
suffering from poor coaching, still managed to excell.
The importance of quarterback Matt
Zebrowski was painfully demonstrated
by the team’s dismal performance during his absence at the year’s outset.
Without the sophomore’s leadership,
GU looked two gift-horse teams in the
mouth, losing to hapless St. Francis
and then Dickenson. Zebrowski’s return caused the team’s rebirth, as he
led the Blue and Gray on a three game
binge and brought home both a Homecoming win and the Stephen Dean trophy. The young QB's interception total
soared in his second season of Divi-

er

The last band member had long
since packed away his instrument and
left the bleachers. Yard markers and
water coolers had been safely stowed
and the Saturday afternoon crowd had
beat a hasty retreat from the cold. For

